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Summer Session Evening College 1956
FIRST TERM
Registration Monday, June 18
Classes begin Tuesday, June 19
Last day to register for credit Friday, June 22
Holiday Wednesday, July 4
Mid-term reports due Friday, July 6
Examinations Thursday, July 26
Second Term
Registration Monday, July 30
Classes begin Tuesday, July 31
Last day to register for credit Friday, August 3
Mid-term reports due Friday, August 17
Examinations Friday, September 7
FALL QUARTER
Freshman testing and sophomore counseling Monday, September 17
Freshman orientation and registration Tuesday thru Friday, September 18-21
Registration Monday, September 24
Classes begin Tuesday, September 25
Last day to register for credit Friday, September 28
Mid-term reports due Friday, October 26
Pre-registration for winter quarter Monday thru Wednesday, November 19-21
Thanksgiving holidays Thursday thru Sunday, November 22-25
Examinations Monday thru Wednesday. December 10-12
Homecoming
Basketball game Saturday, December 15
Reception and dance Friday, December 21
Christmas holidays Thursday, December 13 thru Tuesday, January 1
WINTER QUARTER
Registration Wednesday, January 2
Classes begin Thursday, January 3
Last day to register for credit Tuesday, January 8
Mid-term reports due Friday, February 1
Pre-registration for spring quarter Monday thru Wednesday, February 25-27
Examinations Wednesday thru Friday, March 13-15
Spring holidays Saturday thru Wednesday, March 16-20
SPRING QUARTER
Registration Thursday, March 21
Classes begin Friday, March 22
Last day to register for credit Wednesday, March 27
Mid-term reports due Friday, April 26
Pre-registration for summer and fall quarters Monday thru Wednesday, May 13-15
Examinations Monday thru Wednesday, June 3-5
Sophomore beach party Friday, June 7
Graduation Monday, June 10
A<l mi 11 is I rat ion
The College Commission
Hi km mi i. V. Jenkins Chairman
Victor l>. Ji nkins Vice Chairman
Iack E. Cay, Jr., Ex-Officio Herbert L. Kayton
William \. Early, Ex-Officio Lee Mingledorff, Jr., Ex-Officio
11. Lee I i i ion. Jr., Ex-Officio John I". Pidcock, Ex-Officio
Joseph II. Harrison Dr.. Helen Sharplei
Fred \\ essels, Jr.
Administrative vStaff and Faculty
Foreman M. Hawes, A.B.. M.S. President
ARTHUR M. GlGNILLIAT, \.l>.. MA., Ph.D. Vice-President and Director
o) the Evening College
J i i.k C. RossiTER, Associate in \it- . Secretary \ Treasurer
M. Lorrain] Anchors, A.B.. M.A. Registrar
W. Orson Beecher, A.B., M.A., Emor) I niversit) ; M. \.. I niversity of
Georgia
Instructor in History
Jane Bland, Associate in \rt-. Armstrong College of Savannah
Clerical Assistant in the Registrar's Office
"Stephen P. Bond, B.S. in Architecture, Georgia Institute of
Technology.
Instructor in Engineering Drawing
Minnie McG. Campbell, Diploma from the Banks Secretarial School
Clerical Assistant in the Registrar's Office
Arthur W. Casper, B.S., Beloit College: M.S.. I niversit) of Wiscon-
sin; M.S.. I niversit) of Georgia.
Instructor in Mathematics and Physics
Lamar W. Davis. B.S. and M.S.. I niversit) of South Carolina: Certi-
fied Public Accountant
Instructor in Business (administration
Josephine Simmons Denmark, B.S., Georgia Tea* hers College; M.S. in
H.E., Universit) of Georgia
Instructor in Home Economics
Rossiter C. Dlrfee. A.B. and M.A.. Stanford University
Instructor in English and Director of the Masquers
** Part Time Instructor
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Joseph \\ . Green, \.li.. Birmingham-Southern College; M.A.. Vander-
l>ilt I Diversity; Graduate Stud) toward a doctorate. Vanderbilt
Uni\ersit\
Instructor in English
••Hubert Hawthorne, Retired Mechanical Engineer from the Central
of Georgia Railway
Instructor in Engineering Drawing
Elizabeth Ogletree Hitt, Attended Armstrong College
Clerical Assistant in the Registrar's Office
Essie Di \< w Jenkins, Owensboro Business College, Kentucky
Instructor in Typing
Albert J. Kelley, M.D.. Visiting Lecturer
Joseph I. KlLLORIN, A. EL St. Johns College: M.A.. Columbia University
Instructor in History
Margaret Spencer Lubs, B.M.. Converse College: A.B.. I niversirj of
Georgia: M.A.. Columbia University
Instructor in French and English
Virginia Mattson, Dickinson College. Junior College Certificate
Assistant to the Librarian
Elmo M. McCray, Jr., B.S. and M.S.. University of Alabama
Instructor in Biology
Helen Meighen. Taylor's Business College
Secretary to the Vice-President
**Elizabeth Koch Mitchell, B.S.. University <-f Uabama; Graduate
Certificate in the Management Training Program. Radcliff-Harvard
College
Instructor in Mathematics
John Morris, B.S. in Engineering. Princeton University; M.S. in
Chemical Engineering. Georgia Institute of Technology
Instructor in Chemistry
Marjorie A. Most. i ^. Associate in Finance and Commerce, Armstrong
College of Savannah
Secretary to the President
George Nichols, Attended Richards" Business School
Clerical Assistant in the Business Office
** Part time instructoi
VDMINISTRATION
Jack H. Padgett, V.B., Wofford College; MA., Universit) of North
( Carolina
Instructor in Mathematics
James Harri Persse, B.F.A., Universit) of Georgia; Mastei of Music,
Florida St at«- I niversit)
Director of the Glee Club <m<l Faculfo idvisor for Student Publications
Elizabeth Pound, Georgia State College for Women, State Teachers
( College
Director oj the Student Ceniei
Jo \\\i Roi kos, Certificate in Secretarial Course, Armstrong (College
of Savannah
Clerical Assistant in the Business Office
Jane Thomas Rowland, LB., Bessie Tift College; M.S.. Emorj Uni-
\ ersity
Instructor in Biology
Ray Rowi.wn. \.B.. Mercer Universit) : Master of Librarianship,
Emory Universit)
Librarian
Hoy Jesse Sims, B.S.. David Lipscomb (College: M.S.. Universit) of
Tennessee
Instructor in Physical Education for Men and Basketball Coach
Robert I. Strozier. A.B. and Graduate Study. Universit) of Georgia
Instructor in English
Dorothy Thompson, A.B.. Monmouth College: M.A. Northwestern
University; Certificate of Psychiatric Social Work, Western Reserve
University
Instructor in Psychology and Sociology
•Carmen Torrie, B.S.. Concord College: M.S.. I niversit) of Teni
Director of Athletics and Instructor in Physical Education
Dorothy Morris Wade. B.S.. I niversit) of Tenne»ec
Instructor in Physical Education for Women
Gladys Nichols Zilch, Diploma from the Gregg School of Chicago
Instructor in Commerce
Leave of Absence
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Armstrong Evening College Instructors
Tommy W. Adams, B.>. in Business Administration, Berrj College
Instructor in Commerce
Mariw ANDERSON, B.A.. Texas State College for Women: M.A. Colum-
bia Universit)
Instructor in English
Wesley W. Apple, B.S., Carnegie I n-titute of Technology
Instructor in Mathematics
Robert B. Blackmon, B.S.. Clemson College
Instructor in Mathematics
ERDMAN Bowe, A.B., Randolph-Macon Woman's College: M.A. Colum-
bia University
Instructor in Geography
Samuel A. CaNx\t , A.B.. L.L.B.. University of Georgia
Instructor in Political Science
David B. Comer. B.A., Tulane University; M.A., Tulane University;
Ph.D.. Duke University
Instructor in English
James Charbonmer, A.B.. B.S.. Geneva College. Geneva University.
Switzerland: B.D.. Dreu University: A.M. Yale Universit) : Doctor
of Letters. Geneva University
Instructor in French. German and History
W. Hobart Childs, B.S.. Wheaton College: Th.B.. Th.M.. Westminster
Theological Seminary: S.T.M.. Faith Theological Seminary
Instructor in Mathematics
Phillip E. Dalton, B.A., I niversit) of Miami
Instructor in Ps) cholog)
Orlando \. Diaz, B.S.. Phillips University; MA., Phillips University
Instructor in Spanish
John J. Di w. 15. \.. Harvard University
Instructor in English
ADMINISTRATION
Mk ha] i .1. (rVN\\M. I). \ . I Diversity <>f Georgia; M. \ . I niversit) <»f
North Carolina; ILK. I niversit) "I Georgia
Instructor in Political Scieru
\\ ilter J. Gans, B.S. in B.A., I niversit) «.f Richmond; M.B.A., Har-
vard Graduate School.
Instructoi in Economics
Clare B. Gray, B.A., Florida State 1 niversity
Instructor in English
Florence F. Goodrich, A.B... Hillsdale College; M.S.P.H.. University
of Michigan
Instructor in Health and Sociolou^
Robert G. Hattwick. B.A., Ohio State 1 diversity: M.B.A., Ohio State
University; Ph.D.. Florida State University
Instructor in Psychology
Julia F. Hering. B.S.. Florida State University; M.A., Florida State
I niversity
Instructor in History
Joe Garland Higgs, B.S.C.E.. University of Tennessee; M.S.C.E., Pur-
due University
Instructor in Mathematics
Rosa B. Hopson A.B.
: Middlebury College; M.A.. University of Geo-
gia; Certificate from Sorbonne University
Instructor in French and English
Wendell M. Houston, B.C.E., Clemson College
Instructor in Mathematics
C. Allan Inglesby, A.B.. University of North Carolina; M.A., Emory
University
Instructor in History
Warren Ray Jones, B.C.E.. Georgia Institute of Technology
Instructor in Engineering Drawing
Mary Howard Lebey, A.B., Winthrop College: M.S.S.W.. University
of North Carolina
Instructor in Sociology
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H \ck L. Lucky, B.S., Georgia Institute of Technology
Instructor in Mathematics
Edna Luke, B.S. in Education. University of Georgia; M.A. in Educa-
tion, University of Georgia
Instructor in Music
Albert R. Marks, Jr., B.S., University of North Carolina; Certified
Public Accountant
Instructor in Business Administration
John Fleetwood Moore, Savannah Traffic Bureau
Instructor in Transportation and Traffic Management
Joseph C. Muller, B.B.A., University of Georgia
Instructor in Business Administration
Christopher B. Murphy, Student Beaux Arts Institute and The Art
Students' League, New York
Instructor in Drawing and Painting
Margaret A. Murphy, A.B., University of Georgia; Advanced Study.
Columbia University
Instructor in Ceramics
Don Martin, A.B., Manchester College; M. Sc. in Chemistry, Ohio
State University
Instructor in Chemistry
Laura Parker, B.S. in Education, Georgia Teachers College: M.A. in
Education, University of Georgia
Instructor in English
Robert A. Porter, A.B., Duke University: M.S.S.W.. School of Social
Work, Richmond Professional Institute of the College of William
and Mary
Instructor in Psychology
Alan James Robertson, B.S.. University of Missouri: M.A.. Univers-
ity of Missouri
Instructor in Business Administration
William Rokoff, B.S., New York University; Graduate Work. The
College of the City of New York
Instructor in Business Administration
\|)MI\ISTK.\T1()\
Earnest Siegel, B.A., Northeastern University; M.S. in S.S., Boston
I niversit)
Instructor in Psychology
\l\m E. Sutton, B.A., I niversit) of Georgia
Instructor in Economics
Louis A. Thompson, M.B.A., LL.B., Universit) of Georgia; Certified
Public \ccountan1
Instructor in Business Administration
Akdellk \\ u.dhour, A.B. in Journalism; Graduate Work in English,
Universit) of Georgia
Instructor in English
Joseph Zelnigher, A.B.. D.D.S.. New York Universit)




Armstrong College of Savannah was founded on Ma) 27, L935, b)
Hit Mayor and Udermen of the ( it\ <>f Savannah to meet a long-fell
nerd for a junior college. I he firsl poUege building was the magnificent
home <>f the late George I . Vrmstrofig, a gifl to the cit) ; front bis widoM
and his daughter. Tin- former borne, n<»\\ called the Armstrong Build-
ing, is an imposing structure of Italian Rennaissance architecture;
inside, it- spacious rooms and marble halls lend an air of dignit) :
while outside it is one of the beautiful college buildings in the South.
Over the years, through private donation and public appropriation,
the campus has been enlarged until now it include- four additional
buildings: the Lane Building a gift of the late Mills B. Lane, prominent
banker; John \\ . Hunt Memorial Building in which are located the
Student Center, the Home Economics Program, the Women's Lounge.
the Dancing Studio, and the Music Room; Herschel V. Jenkins Hall.
which contain- the auditorium and theater for the Armstrong College
Masquers, and da— rooms; and Thomas (iambic Hall. >ite of science
lecture room- and laboratories.
Three of the buildings face forty-acre Forsyth Lark, the most beau-
tiful park in the <it\ : the other two face Montere) Square, one of the
carefull) planned squares for which Savannah is famous.
Hodgson Hall, across from Forsyth Lark on Whitaker Street, con-
tains the college tibrar) as well a> the Librar) of the Georgia Historical
Society, to which Armstrong -indents have access.
The college is under the control of a commission of six members,
appointed 1>\ the Mayor. In addition, the commission includes as e\-
officio members the Mayor, the Chairman of the Chatham Count)
Board of Education, the Chairman of the Count) Commissioners, the
Superintendent of the Board of Education, and the President of the
Savannah Chamber of Commerce.
Except for the war years, enrollment has shown a stead) increase.
At present the total number of students in the da\ and evening pro-
grams is approximate!) one thousand.
Aims
The college seeks to serve the community b) giving the men and
women who attend its classes a better understanding of the world in
which they live and the experience of adapting knowledge to meet the
obligations and responsibilities of citizenship.
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The student ma\ complete one or more of the following specific
objectives.
1. Complete the freshman and sophomore years of the
four-year senior college program leading to the bac-
calaureate degree:
2. Finish two years of pre-professional work leading to-
ward medicine, dentistry, law. home economics, the
ministry and other profession-:
3. Graduate from a semi-professional program, prepared
to go into business or industry :
4. Complete two years of an engineering program
which is transferable for credit to colleges of en-
gineering.
The college awards the degree of Associate in Arts to students
completing an approved program.
Admission to the College
A student planning to enter Armstrong will obtain from the Regis-
trar an "'Application for Admission Form." The student will complete
and return this form to the Registrar's office. Request the High School
Principal, or the College Registrar ( in the case of a transfer student I
.
to send a transcript of credits to the Registrars Office. Armstrong Col-
lege of Savannah. Savannah. Georgia.
Having checked the students records for compliance with the
minimum requirements for admission, the Registrar's office will send
a notice to the student that he has been admitted to the college, together
with certain physical examination forms which must be completed and
returned before the student can complete registration. The applicanl
will be notified of the dates of the freshman placement examination-.
These tests do not affect a students entering Armstrong, but will enable
the facultx advisers to assist him in selecting a program of study upon
entrance. Students are required to take these tests before registration
is completed.
Requirements For Admission
There are two methods of admission to Armstrong College: eithei
b) certificate or by examination.
By Certificate
I. \ candidate for admission to Armstrong College <>f Savannah
b\ certificate must be a graduate of an accredited high school with at
least fifteen units of credit.
«.l NERAL INFORMATION I ;
> i .
1. No subject-matter unii> arc prescribed. The high school pro*
ram should be of such nature as to lt i \ * - satisfactory preparation for
beginning college studies. Subjects which may be expected to con-
tribute to this end are English composition, literature natural science,
history and other social studies, foreign languages, and mathematics.
The right i- reserved to reject any applicant whose high school program
does nol indicate adequate preparation For college work.
3. V record of high school credit- earned by the applicant should
be made out on the proper forms by an official of the high school and
mailed directly to the Office of the Registrar. This certificate becomes
the property of the college and cannot be returned to the applicant.
4. Two units in high school algebra and one in plane geometry
are pre-requisites for admission to the freshman class in engineering,
By Examination
Student- beyond high school age. who do not meet the above
requirements for admission by certificate, may take the General Edu-
cational Development tests i high school level I . The student will be
admitted to college on the basis of his scores. These tests should be
completed at least one week before registration. Additional informa-
tion may be secured from the Registrars office.
By Transfer
Credit will he allowed for work done in other institutions of
proper rank and standing and in certain cases for training received in
the Armed Services. Credit from other institutions will be accepted to-
ward graduation to the extent that the student has a general average
of "C" for all college work transferred. To receive a degree from
Armstrong College of Savannah, a student must be in attendance
taking a normal study load for two quarters earning a "C" average
and. in addition, must satisfy the requirements of a particular course
of study. Adults (students over 21 \ears of age I may receive credit
for certain college work on the basis of the General Educational De-
velopment tests I college level)
.
Admission of Veterans
Armstrong College of Savannah will accept veterans who are not
high school graduates if their official General Educational Development
tests show scores that indicate the applicants ability to do college work.
A Certificate of Eligibility and Entitlement l VA Form No. 7-1993) is
required of every veteran who attends this institution under Public
Law 550 (Korean Bill), application for which may be completed at
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the Veterans Administration office in the Industrial Building, Savan-
nah, Georgia. Immediately upon receipt of certificate from the Vet-
erans Administration, the student should contact the Armstrong Col-
lege Veterans Office regarding processing of certificate and future
month!) reports. All veterans attending Armstrong under Public Law
550 should be prepared to pay tuition and fees at time of registration.
Admission of Special Students
Adults who are interested in enrolling in courses for their in-
trinsic value but who do not wish college credit may be enrolled as
special students. Requirements pertaining to entrance examinations,
physical examinations, and physical education do not apply to these
students.
Transient Students
A student regularly enrolled in another college may
register at Armstrong as a transient student with the permission of
his dean or adviser. This permision should be obtained in writing
prior to registration. For such a student, entrance requirements are
waived.
Fees
Tuition will be charged as follows for Armstrong College Courses:
For 11-17 quarter hours—$55.00
For each quarter hour less than 11 quarter hours—$5.00
For each quarter hour in excess of 17 quarter hours—$5.00
All Applied Music courses will be $45.00 per course.
Students will be allowed registration day and the day after in
which to complete registration. After these two days, a late registra-
tion fee of $3.00 will be charged on the first day. $4.00 on the second
day and $5.00 on the third da\.
An activity fee of $5.00 each quarter will be charged all day stu-
dents who are registered for 10 quarter hours or more. This fee is not
charged Evening College students unless the\ wish to participate in the
regular activity program of the college.
Anyone wishing to audit a non-laboratoi \ course (but not receive
college credit) may do so with permission of the instructor by paying
a fee of $10.00 per course.
The tuition for University of Georgia Extension courses is $5.60
per quarter hour. A registration fee of $1.00 per student per quarter
will be charged for University of Georgia Extension courses.
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Fees for I niversit) of Georgia Extension courses are $5.00 per
quarter hour. <>r $25.00 for each five hour course plus a registration
fee of $1.00 jut studenl per quarter. I rider the I niversit) arrange-
menl with \rmstrong College, the College charges a service fee ol
-i\i\ cents per quarter hour which is paid l>\ the studenl al the time
of registration.
\ graduation fee of $7.50 will be collected from each candidate
for graduation.
\n\ Btudent delinquent in thr paymenl of an) fee due the college
will have grade reports and transcripts of records held up. and will
not be allowed to re-register at the college for a new quarter until
the delinquenc) has been removed.
Each student Leaving Armstrong College is entitled to one official
transcript of hi< college work. The charge for additional copies is $1.00
each.
Students taking laboratory work will be required to pay a fee for
materials and equipment. This fee is indicated in the description of
courses found under "Course Descriptions'' elsewhere in this bulletin.
For cause a student may arrange with an instructor to make up
an announced quiz or final examination. The arrangements to make
up the announced test must be made within one week after the student
returns to college.
A fee of $2.00 is charged for the making up of any announced quiz
and a fee of $5.00 for a make-up final examination, and laboratory ex-
aminations, except as shown below. The total charges to any one
student for a final make-up examination and or final laboratory ex-
amination in a given subject shall not exceed $5.00. All fees will be
paid to the Business Office.
The conditions under which fees for make-up quizzes and final
examinations will not be charged are as follow-:
The student was absent (ll on official school business.
(2) due to illness.
i 3 > because of a death in the family.
(4) in observing religious holidays.
The student's reasons for claiming exemption from paying the
fee must be presented to the instructor in writing.
Refunds of fees and tuition will be made only upon written
application for withdrawal from school. No refunds will be made to
students dropping a course. The schedule of refunds is given below:
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WITHDRAWAL SCHEDULE
Withdrawal Dates Vmounl due to college
First Session June 18, 19, 20 20% of gross registration fees
Summer Quarter, June 21, 22 lu f , of gross registration fees
1956 June 25, 26, 27 60% of gross registration fees
June 28, 29 80% of gross registration fees
Second Session July 30, 31. Aug. 1 20% of gross registration fees
Summer Quarter Vugust 2, 3 10% of gross registration fees
1956 August 6. 7, 8 60% of gross registration fees
lugusl { ). 10 80% "I gross registration fees
Fall Quarter, 1956 Sept 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 20% of gross registration fees
Oct. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 40% of gross registration fees
Oct. 8, 9, 10 11, 12 60% of gross registration fees
Oct. 15 16. 17, 18, 19 807c of gross registration fees
Winter Quarter, 1957 Jan. 2. 3, 4, 7, 8 20% of gross registration fees
Jan. 9 10, 11, 14, 15 40% of gross registration fees
Jan. 16, 17, 18, 21, 22 60% of gross registration fees
Jan. 23, 24, 25, 28, 29 S0c/o of gross registration fees
Spring Quarter, 1957 March 21, 22, 25, 26, 27 20% of gross registration fees
March 28, 29, Apr. 1, 2, 3 40% of gross registration fees
April 4, 5, 8, 9 10 60% of gross registration fees
April 11, 12, 15, 16, 17 80% of gross registration fees
Orientation and Advisement
The counseling and advisement service of Armstrong College of
Savannah offers help in solving problems connected with the students
college program.
Students are urged to request help from their instructors when
the difficulty is one concerned with the subject itself and having no
complications. The areas with which the adviser is usually concerned
are choice of vocation, the planning of work in college, study habits
generally and personal adjustment to college life. Those problems which
do not fit into these general categories either because of greater inten-
sity or critical developments are referable to community agencies out-
side the college if this is agreeable to the student and his parents or
guardians.
The academic advisement of students is distributed among the
entire faculty so that each instructor carries the responsibility for a
proportionate number of the entire student body registered in the day
program. Advisement interviews are scheduled with each student at
least once a quarter and appointments for these interviews are mailed
from the office of the Registrar. These interviews are designed to aid
the student in planning his program of work in college.
Library
The college library of Armstrong College is housed in Hodgson
Hall on the corner of \\ hitaker ami West Gaston Streets. All the
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material- arc readil) available to the students since all books are on
open shelves. On the main floor i> the reference room which contains
reference books, non-fiction books, reserve desk and circulation desk.
Downstairs is another reading room, containing fiction, biography,
books in foreign languages, current and bound volumes of periodicals.
The workroom and office of the Librarian are also downstairs.
\t the present time the library has more than I 1,000 volumes and
a collection of pamphlets on subjects of current interest. More than
one hundred periodicals are received, including four newspapers. Be-
sides the books, periodical- and pamphlets, the libran lias a collection
of recordings and a phonograph located in the downstairs reading
room for the use of the students, facult) and staff.
In addition to the resources of the eollege librar) the students
have free access to the holdings of the Georgia Historical Society,
also housed in Hodgson Hall. This library contains an outstanding
collection of materials on Georgia and it> histor\ a- well as a large
collection of materials on Southern history. The holdings of the His-
torical S<»ciet\ consist of more than ten thousand hooks, eighty peri-
odical subscriptions, an extensive manuscript collection, and one of
the more complete file* of Savannah new -paper-, dating back to 1763.
ARMSTRONG EVENING COLLEGE
Full\ accredited college classes are offered after 6:00 p.m.. Mon-
day through Friday. Classes meet one. two or three evenings a week
according to the amount of credit the course carries.
Students not seeking degrees max enroll in courses on a non-
credit basis.
It is possible to enroll for classes taught on Monday. Wednesday
and Friday at 6:00. 7:30 or 9:00 p.m. Students employed during the
da\ are urged to limit their enrollment to one or two courses. Eighteen
five-hour courses, or the equivalent, are required for graduation. Stu-
dents should complete programs of study required of candidates for
graduation listed elsewhere in this Bulletin under "Curriculums.""
The dates for refunds in the case of withdrawal listed elsewhere
in this Bulletin are applicable. When a student is enrolled in more than
one course, no refund is allowed for dropping a single course. Refunds
are made only in case of withdrawal from the college.
The cost of tuition, etc.. is covered under "Tees*. Student activit\
fees are not assessed evening college students, unless the) wish to par-
ticipate in the regular activity program of the college.
Armstrong Evening College, as successor of the Savannah Branch
of the Lniversity of Georgia Off-Campus Center, began operation in
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June L951. Veterans are now attending under Public Laws 550 and
89 \ I Korean Veteran*- 1
.
Qualified brined Service personnel, current!) on active duty, are
attending with tin ir tutition partially defrayed by the services. This is
arranged through the unit education officer of the service affected.
Quarter!) announcements of Evening College courses, instructors.
etc.. ma\ be obtained b\ addressing requests to the Director. Arm-
strong Evening College. 447 Bull Street. Savannah. Georgia.
Senior College Courses
Through the Extension Division of the I niversit) of Georgia. Ann-
strong Evening College offers upper-division courses which can be
taken for credit, satisfying junior and senior requirements for the
bachelor's degree. A minimum of one year of residence at the I niver-
sit) is required to receive the bachelor's degree. The equivalent of one
year of senior college work, however, may be completed through ex-
tension classes in residence at Armstrong College for certain degree
programs.
Instructors in the extension classes are approved by the heads
of the departments at the University of Georgia. These courses then
carry Lniversity credit and are recorded in the Registrar's office at
the Lniversity of Georgia. They are L niversity of Georgia courses
taught in Armstrong Evening College. (See photostat). The section
under "Fees" explains special charges for University of Georgia Ex-
tension courses.
In the past, the courses offered have been the core curriculum for
the junior year leading toward the Bachelor of Business Administration
degree; also, income tax accounting, a second course in business law,
personnel administration and other advanced courses in economics and
business administration as requested.
Junior and senior courses leading to the Bachelor of Arts degree are
offered in English, literature, histon. psychology and sociology. Other
courses will be added if sufficient student requests warrant.
Courses required to qualify for State Department Teacher's Cer-
tificates are sometimes offered as extension clasx--. Students are
limited to 90 quarter hours of residence credit at the junior college
level. Another 45 quarter hours of credit may be obtained through
senior college extension cla>-t-.
Transcripts of credit granted for University of Georgia Extension
courses must be obtained from the office of the Registrar. Lniversity
of Georgia. Athens. Georgia
—
not from Armstrong College. In request-
ing such transcripts, the student should indicate that the courses were
taken at Armstrong College of Savannah through the Extension Divi-
sion of the Lniversity of Georgia.
GENER \l. INFORMATION L9
The University of Georgia
Office of the Resistbab
Athens, Geob61a
April 28, 195U
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
This is to advise that any student may use up to
a maximum of l& quarter hours credit completed through
correspondence and extension courses toward a degree
at the University of Georgia. This may be taken over
and above the first two years of work whether these
be completed at a junior college or a senior college.
Specifically, we will recognize without question
up to U5 quarter hours credit completed in extension
courses offered in a joint program sponsored by
Armstrong College of Savannah and the Division of






Certain classrooms of the college are equipped with screens for
the showing of films. In the teaching of English, public speaking, for-
eign languages and music, visual aids arc supplemented 1>\ recordings.
Student Assistants
The college employs a number of student assistants each year.
These students work in the library, science laboratories, business offices
and with the faculty. Those who desire such employment should appl)
to the staff member who is in charge of the work in which he is inter-
ested or to the President of the college.
Scholarships
The scholarships which are available to students are listed below.
Application blanks may be secured from the President's office in the
Armstrong College. Those who wish to apply for scholarships for the
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school \car beginning in September should file an application in the
Presidents office not later than Jul\ L5. All applicants are required
to appear before an oral interview hoard during the month of August.
Each applicant will be notified when to appear for this interview.
Commission — 7 for $100.00 each. I Roth men and women eligi-
ble).
These are work scholarships. Students who hold these spend a few
hours each week as assistants in the Library, laboratories or in tin-
administrative offices. In some instances it is possible for a student
to earn more than $100.00 a year.
Arthur Lucas Memorial --5 for $100.00 each. (Roth men and
women eligible).
Junior Chamber of Commerce -- 2 for $100.00 each I Roth men
and women eligible). One is for a sophomore and one is for a freshman.
Edward McQuire Gordon Memorial -- 1 for $200.00 I Men only
are eligible)
.
Savannah Gas Company Engineering - 1 for $100.00. (Men
only are eligible).
Savannah Gas Company Home Economics — 2 for $100.00 each | \\ o-
men only are eligible).
Thomas Mayhew Cunningham Memorial — 1 for $200.00 ( Roth
men and women are eligible )
.
Placement Service
The college maintains a placement service for the benefit of em-
ployers and students. Anyone seeking part-time employment while in
college, or full-time employment after leaving college, should place his
name on file with the Rusiness Office.
Commencement Exercises
Commencement exercises are held each year in June. At this time
the degree of Associate in Arts is awarded to those students who have
met the requirements for graduation, and recognition is given to those
who qualify for scholastic honors. The faculty and graduates partici-
pate in full academic dress.
Student Center
The college does not operate a boarding department. The Student
Center in the Hunt Building i> open throughout the da) and provides
light lunches at reasonable prices. The Center also provides recreational
facilities and houses the book store.
Student Activities
I he entire program of student activities at the college is designed
to contribute to the development of the whole indhidua! and to as>ist
him in becoming an active and helpful member of the community.
The college feels that students should take the responsibility for direct-
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irig their own affairs. The Senate is the governing studenl board of
Armstrong College. This organization i> made up of elected representa
lives of all studenl groups, h is the function of the Senate i<» co-
ordinate, direcl and control studenl organizations and activities .it
Armstrong.
Athletics
Basketball i> the onl) sporl in which the college fields an inter-
collegiate team. Ml other sports at the college arc on an intramural
basis. Intramural competition is offered in such sports as basketball,
volleyball, swimming, football, tennis, softball and ping-pong. Ml arc
encouraged to take part in this program.
Physical Education Program
\ll regular da\ students, except veterans, arc required to parti-
cipate in a physical education program. Courses arc offered each
quarter except during the summer. These arc listed elsewhere in the
catalog under "Course Descriptions."
Publications
The students publish the Inkwell, a newspaper, and the Geechee,
a yearbook. These afford students an opportunity to express their
opinions on a wide \ariet\ of topics, to do creative writing and gain
practice in other journalistic activities.
The Armstrong College Masquers
The Armstrong College Masquers, with a charter membership of
over sevent) students, was organized in the Fall of L950, after the
Savannah Playhouse separated from Armstrong College and was re-
organized as the Little Theatre. Inc.
The Masquer organization's goal is to furnish enjoyment and
appreciation of the drama for both participants and spectators through
a balanced presentation of popular and classic theatre.
Masquer membership is open to all students interested in any
phase of the theatre: acting, designing, lighting, make-up. costuming.
and other production skills.
An affiliate of the Masquers is the Armstrong Radio and Tele-
vision Workshop, formed to offer interested students an opportunity
to develop techniques of radio and television broadcasting.
Glee Club
The Armstrong Clee Club was organized in September 1949. Its
members are drawn from the student bod) and faculty. Besides giving
two complete concerts at the college, one at Christmas and one in the
spring, the group has sung for main civic groups in Savannah. The
Glee Club has also produced musicals with the Armstrong Masquers.
General Regulations
Advisement and Placement Tests
To help a student select .1 definite objective earl\ in his college
program, the Armstrong >taff administers to each entering freshman
a series of interest, aptitude, and achievement tests. In the fall, these
are given during Freshman Week and are scored prior to the student's
interview with an adviser. On the basis of these objective measure-
ments, the students previous record, his interest and his famiK coun-
sel, the student with the aid of his adviser decides on a program of
stud) which will enable him to accomplish his purpose.
Physical Examinations
Each day student must submit a completed physical examination
report on the forms furnished b) the college before he can complete
his registration. A chest X-ray is also required. On the basis of the
examination, the physical education director will adapt a program
of training and recreation to individual requirements. This regulation
is not applicable to students enrolled in the Evening College.
Course Load
The unit of work for a regular student is 16-17 quarter hours per
quarter. A normal schedule of sixteen quarter hours presupposes that
the average student will devote approximately forth-eighl hours per
week to his college classes and to his preparation therefor.
Except in engineering, permission to enroll for more than 17 quar-
ter hours will be granted only to students who have a "B" average for
the preceding quarter. The quarter just prior to graduation, a student
may take an extra course which is necessary to meet requirements for
graduation. No student will be allowed to register for more than 21
hours in any one quarter.
No student will be allowed to take more than 11 quarter hours of
work in the Evening College during the fall, winter or spring quarters
unless he has better than a "FT" average in the last quarter for which
grades are available. A student will be limited to 6 quarter hours dur-
ing any one term of the summer unless he has better than a "B" average
in the last quarter of work for which grade are available. Ml enter-
ing students are limited to 11 quarter hours of work in the fall, winter
and spring quarters: and to 6 quarter hours of work during any one
term of the Mimmer session. Exception max be made in the case of
entering students who are not employed.
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Admission to Clase
Students will be admitted t<» class when the Instructoi is furnished
an official class card indicating thai he has completed hi> registration
and paid \\\< fees in the Business Office.
Conduct
Compliance with the regulations of t lit* faculty and the Armstrong
College Commission is assumed. Gambling, hazing, and the use on
the campus of intoxicating beverages arc prohibited.
Reports and Grades
It is felt by the administration and faculty that students in college
should be held accountable for their scholarship. Accordingly, report
cards, warnings of deficient scholarship and all such notices are
not sent out to parents or guardians by the Registrar except
on request. Instead the students themselves receive these reports and
are expected to contact their advisers whenever their work is unsatis-
factory. Report cards are issued at the end of each quarter. Reports
of failing grades are issued in the middle of each quarter. Each stu-
dent has access to an adviser; in addition, the Registrar and all in-
structors are available to help any student seeking assistance.
Reports are based on the following system of grading:
\ plus Exceptional 4 honor point? per quarter hour
\ Excellent 3 honor points per quarter hour
B Good 2 honor points per quarter hour
C Fair 1 honor point per quarter hour
Poor No honor points per quarter hour
E Incomplete Incomplete must be removed before
mid term of the following quarter
F Failure Course must he repeated
\\ Withdrew Course musl be repeated
W I- Withdrew Failing Course musl he repeated
A student who receives an "E" (incomplete grade I should con-
sult his instructor at once and arrange to complete the requirements
of the course. An "E" grade which has not been removed by the mid-
dle of the succeeding quarter automatically becomes an "F". An "E"
grade becomes an "F" if the course is repeated.
A student who receives an "E" grade in the Evening College will
have one year in which to complete the requirements of the course.
If the "E" grade is not removed within this time, it automatically be-
comes an "F". An "E" grade becomes an "F" if the course is repeated
Honors
Students who have been in attendance for three consecutive quar-
ters taking a normal load and achieving an average grade of "B" or
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better with no grade below that of "C" will be placed on the Perma-
nent Dean's List Thi> li-t i- published each June in the commencement
program.
Graduates who inert the requirements for the Permanent Dean's
Li>t and who are graduating with an average of three honor points
per quarter hour, will be designated as graduating summa cum laude
(with highest distinction). The designation cum laude (with distinc-
tion) will he bestowed upon those met ting tin above requirements with
an average of two honor points per quarter hour.
A valedictorian will he selected b\ the graduating da— from the
five students with the highest scholastic a\erages in the work com-
pleted before the term in which the students graduate.
Students taking a normal load who make a grade of "B" or
better in each course during any quarter will be placed on the Dean's
Scholastic Attainment List.
Students in the Evening College enrolled for ten or more hour-.
who earn 15 consecutive quarter hours of credit with grades of "B" or
better in each course will be placed on the Dean's Scholastic Attainment
List.
Attendance
Students are expected to attend classes as scheduled. Any absence,
whatsoever, from class work entails a loss to the student.
A day student who has been absent from class for a valid reason
should have the absence excused with a written statement to his instruc-
tor who will initial it. The student will then file this form in the Regis-
trar's office. Excuses must be submitted within seven days from the
date the student returns to school; otherwise the absence will not be
excused. Evening College students must leave excuses for absence in
the Evening College office on a special form provided for that purpose.
An E\ening College student whose absences for an\ cause exceed
one third of the number of times the class meets in the quarter will be
dropped from the class. The student will be given a *W if at the time
he was dropped he had a passing grade: if at the time he was dropped
he was failing, he will be given a '\\ I .
The above regulation i- waived onl\ in those cases in which the
instructor and the registrar concur.
\ student who has unexcused absences equal in number to the
time- the class meets in one week, and ha- one additional unexcused ab-
sence, will be dropped from clas>. The instructors will notify the Regis-
trar- office when a -Indent should be dropped. The Registrars office
will notify the student. Grades assigned (<• those who have been dropped
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will be either \\ 01 \\ I. \ -indent who is dropped within three weeks
after the beginning of the quarter will automaticall) receive a grade of
\\
. \ Btudenl who is dropped alter the 3rd week of the quarter will
receive either a \\ or a \\ F depending upon his status at time the
student withdraw- or is dropped from class.
Students will be charged with absences incurred b) late registration
in the college as indicated in the current bulletin and these absences
<arr\ the same penalt) as the other absences from a course.
Attendance at bi-weekl) assemblies is required.
Withdrawals
\ formal withdrawal, presented to the Registrar in writing, i> a
pre-requisite for honorable dismissal from, or re-entrance into, this in-
stitution. An) student planning to withdraw should immediately make
such intention- known to the administration of the college in writing.
This notice is required to receive an) authorized refund-.
\ student should formalb withdraw from an) class which he dis-
continues 1>\ securing the written approval of the instructor and his
facult\ advisor. This written approval should be filed in the Registrar's
office. Grades assigned to those who withdraw will be either \\ or \\ F.
A student who withdraws within three weeks after the beginning of the
quarter will automatically receive a grade of W. \ student who with-
draws after the 3rd week of the quarter will receive either a W or W/F
depending upon his status at the time the student withdraws or is
dropped from class.
Dismissal
\n\ da) student failing (except in cases excused hefore examina-
tions on account of illness) to pass at least one course other than physi-
cal education in any one quarter will be dropped from the rolls of the
college. An) student who fails to make an average of at leasl 0.6 honor
points per quarter hour in all work scheduled during the first three
quarters work at the college will not he allowed to re-register. With-
drawal is recommended to all students who have less than a "C" aver-
age at the end of the fourth quarter. \t the end of the sixth quarter's
work a student must have a 0.8 honor point per quarter hour average in
order to re-register.
Any student in the evening program seeking credit who fail- I ex-
cept when excused before final examination on account of illness) to
pass at least one course in two consecutive quarters will be dropped
from the rolls of the college. Any student in the evening program who
fails to make an average of at least 0.6 honor points per quarter hour
in the first 50 quarter hours of w ork at the college will not be allowed to
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re-register. Withdrawal i> recommended to all student* who haw le»
than a "C" average at the end of 70 quarter hours ol work. At the end
of ()() quarter hour- of work, a student must have an average of 0.8
honor points per quarter hour in order to re-register.
Student- win. have been asked to withdraw on account of academic
deficiency will be re-admitted to Armstrong if the student goes to
another college for one quarter and maintains a "C" average. If a
student does not go to another college he may re-register at Armstrong
after two quarters. He re-enters on probation for one quarter, during
which quarter he must make a "C" average.
Requirements for Graduation
The requirements for graduation from Armstrong College oi v a
vannah are listed below :
1. The student will complete a program of study listed else-
where in the catalog under "Curriculums" w ith an average
grade of "C." Any exceptions to a program may be re-
ferred by a student's advisor to the Committee on Aca-
demic Standing.
2. One-third of the work required for graduation will be
completed at Armstrong College of Savannah.
3. Not more than one-fourth of the total work required for
graduation will consist of correspondence courses and
credit for training in the Armed Services.
Candidates for graduation will make application in the Registrar^
office two quarters prior to the expected date of graduation.
Recommendations
The recommendations issued by the college are based on the
grades the student earns, his student acti\it\ record, and the opinion-
expressed by his instructors on a special student rating form.
The files of the Registrar's office which include all permanent
records are consulted regular 1\ by representatives of the Federal Bu-
reau of Investigation, the Civil Service .the local Credit Bureau and
other agencies having access to confidential records. A good college
record is of vital importance to a student.
Curriculums
General
Before registration, the Btudenl should PLAN \ PROGRAM 01
STI Di WITH W VDVISER. Even if a Btudenl knows what courses
are required for graduation, be should have on record in the office of
his adviser a cop) of his program. In order for a student i<» make an)
changes in hi> planned program he must consul! his adviser. The
adviser and the Registrar will cheek a student- program and it will
be approved two quarters prior to the expected date of graduation.
The Associate in Arts Degree is conferred upon all student- who
successfull) complete at Armstrong College of Savannah one of the two-
Near programs outlined in the catalog.
If a student plan- tn transfer to another institution cither before
or after graduation, it is essential that he determine what courses must
he completed at Armstrong in order t<> conform with the degree re-
quirement of the institution to which he wishes to transfer.
The Core Curriculum
There are certain bodies of knowledge and certain -kills indispen-
able to ever) college trained man and woman. The undertsanding of
one's environment and man's struggle to adapt it to useful ends, the
ability to communicate his thoughts and feelings: right group-attitudes
and coordinated physical activity—these objectives an set up in the
following courses required of all students desiring to graduate.
Freshman \ ear: English 14. 15 (114. L15) ; History 14. 1.") (114.
115); ten quarter hours of natural sciences, and Physical Education
11. 12. 13. With permission of instructor, students may substitute
Physical Education 14 for Physical Education 12 and Physical Edu-
cation 23 for Physical Education 13. Library Science 11 is required of
all students who fail to pass an entrance examination.
Sophomore year: Sophomore English and three quarters of
physical education. Students enrolled in certain terminal courses des-
cribed helow nun suhstitute English 28 for one of the required English
courses.
Students graduating in less than the six quarters of the regular
session may reduce their physical education requirements accordingly.
Physical education should be taken in the proper sequence and two
courses should not be scheduled in any one quarter.
2J! ujmstkov; collk(;k of s\\ wwii




English 14, 15—Freshman English 10
History 14, 15—Western
Civilization 10
Physical Education 11, 12, 13 . 3
Laboratory Science 10
Mathematics 16—College Algebra . 5












Economics 21, 24—Principles ami
Problems 10
Political Science 13—Govt, of U.S. 5
Electives 10
TOTAL IK TOTAL IK
Concentration - Engineering Senior College Preparatory
This program will satisfy degree requirements for most types of
engineering. The student should obtain a catalog from the senior college
he plans to attend and check this program against the requirements.
The courses required for the freshman year have been worked out in
consultation with the Georgia Institute of Technology.
FIRST YEAR
Chemistry 11, 12—General 10
Chemistry 13—Qualitative Analysis 5
English 14, 15—Freshman English . 10
Engineering 11, 12—Drawing ... 6
Kngineering 19—Descriptive
Geometry 3
Mathematics 16, 17, 20—College
Algebra, Trigonometry and
\nalvtic Geometry and Calculus 15
l'li\-ical Education 11, 12, 13 3






Physics 21. 22. 23
Mathematics 21. 22. 23—Calculus
Histon 14 15
l<> I \l. 56
Concentration - Forestry Senior College Preparatory
A one-year program for students in Forestry. The -indent should
obtain a catalog from the senior college he plans to attend and check
this program against the requirements.
English I 1. 15 Freshman 10
Mathematics 16, 17 College Ugebra, Trigonometry 10
Physics 1 1 <»r Physical Science II 5
v
\ -tmlcnt should consult the catalog of hi- prospective senior college for
required subjects. ( loll* >ges differ as to what subjects arc required for this
course.







Biolon 1 1. L2 Botam
tics 21 I" lipals
Physical Education II. 12, 13
Engineering 1 1 I 'ran ing
Political Scient e 13 « rovei umenl of I
rOTAl
Concentration - Homo Economics
Senior College Preparatory
FIRST YEAR
English 1 I. 15 Freshman English 10
History 1 1, 15—History of Western
( j\ ilization 10
Physical Education 11, 12, 13 3
Home Economics 10—Orientation:
Careers and Personal Development 5
Home Economics 11—Clothing ... 5
\ 1 1 1 1—Creative 5
Laboratory Science 10
Library Science 11 1
SECOND YEAB
English 21, 22—Sophomore English 10
Physical Education 3
Home Economics 12—Family Meal
Planning and Serving 5






:< Matnematics 9 or 16 5
TOTAL V> TOTAL 18
Coneeiitration -
Industrial Management Senior College Preparatory
This program will satisfy degree requirements for the first two





English 14. 15—Freshman 10
Engineering 11, 12—Drawing 6
Engineering 19—Descriptive
Geometry 3
Mathematics 16, 17. 20—College
Algebra, Trigonometry, and
Analytic Geometry and Calculus . 15
Physical Education 11, 12, 13 3






Business Administration 2K 2.5
—
Principles of Accounting 10






TOTAL 53 TOTAL 60
* Note admission requirements for Mathematics 9 and Mathematics 16 as
stated on pages 58 and 59.
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Concentration -
Liberal Arts Senior College Preparatory
Thia program is recommended for candidates for an \.B. degree,
pre-education. pre - law. pre - ministerial, journalism, and other
pre-professional concentration-.
FIRST YEAR SECOND YEAR
English 14, 15—Freshman English 21. 22—Sophomore
English 10 English 10
History 14, 15—Western Physical Education 3
I ivilizatioD 10 Two of the following course* 10
Physical Education 11. 2. 3 3 History 25—Recent European
Labortory Science 10 Political Science 13—Gov't of ILS.
Mathematics 16—College Psychology 21a—Introductory
Algebra 5 Sociology 20a—Introductory
Mathematics 17—Trigonometry . 5 Economics 21—Principl< -
* Foreign Language 10 * Science 10
Library Science 1 Elective* 9
TOTAL 54 TOTAL 42
Concentration -
Mathematics Senior College Preparatory
A course designed for those students who wish to major in mathe-
matics.
FIRST YEAR SECOND YEAR
English 14. 15—Freshman English 21. 22—Sophomore English 10
English 10 Phvsical Education .3
History 14. 15—Western Phvsics 11, 12 or
Civilization 10 Phvsics 21. 22. 23 12
Physical Education 11, 12. 13 3 Electives 22
Mathematics 16—College
Algebra 5
Mathematics 17—Trigonometry . 5
Mathematics 20—Analytic
Geometry and Calculus 5
Chemistry or Biology 10
Library Science 11 1
TOTAL 49 TOT \ I 47
Concentration -
Medical TccIiiioIolm Senior College Preparatory
This program is designed for those students who wish to obtain
their first two years toward a Bachelor of Science degree in Medical
Technology \n \ssociate in Arts degree is awarded upon successful
completion of the academic program described below :
* A student applying for admission to a >enior college which does not require
the amount indicated of this subject may. with the approval of his adviser, sub-
stitute nth. r courses required bj the Benioi institution during In- Brsl rwo years.
CIKHICIU MS 31
FIRS! YEAR M:< OND 1 EAR
1- nglisfa I 1. 1 5 Freshman English 10 English 21, 22 10
History 1 1. 15 Historj oi W estern Physical Education 3
(
'i\ ilization 10 Biolog] 23 6
Physical Education 11. 12. and 13 3 ( hemistr) 13 5
Mathematics 16 5 Physics 11. 12 12
Biology 1 L, 15 to French or German 10
Chemistry 11, 12 in Mathematics IT 5





English 11. 15 —Freshman English
History 1 1. 15—Western Civili-
zation
Physical Education 11, 12, 13











Biologv 18, 19—Anatomy and
Physiology- 10
***Physical Education 23—Senior





Sociology 21—Marriage & the
Family 5
**Electives 6
TOTAL WJ. TOTAL 18
Concentration - Physics Senior College Preparatory
A course designed for those students who wish to major in Physics.
FIRST YEAR
English 21, 22—Sophomore English 10
Physical Education 3












Geometry and Calculus 5
Chemistry or Biology 10
Library Science 11 1
TOTAL 49 TOTAL 17
* Note admission requirements for Mathematics 9 and Mathematics 16 as
stated on pages 58 and 59.
** It is recommended that English 28 and Physical Education 20 be taken as
elective courses.
*** The student is exempt from this course provided he has a Red Cross
Senior Life Saving Certificate.
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Concentration - Pre-Dental Senior College Preparatory
This program is designed for those students who wish to prepare
themselves for the study of Dentistr) after completing three or more
years of academic studies. \n Associate in Arts degree is awarded
upon successful completion of the academic program described below:
FIRST ^i I . \K SECOND ^ EAR
English II. 1") Freshman English 10 Iln-ii-l. 21. 22 10
History 14, 15— rlistorj i>i Western Physical Education 3
Civilization 10 Biolog] 23 6
Physical Education 11, 12, 13 . . . . 3 Chemistry 13 5
Mathematics If, 5 Physics 11, 12 12
Biology 14, 15 10 French or German 10
Chemistry 11, 12 10 Mathematics 17 5
Lihrary Science 11 1
TOTAL 49 TOTAL 51
Coiieentration - Pre-Medieal
Senior College Preparatory
This program is designed for those students who wish to prepare
themselves for the study of Medicine after completing three or more
years of academic studies. An Associate in Arts is awarded upon suc-
cessful completion of the academic program descrihed hel<»w.
FIRST YEAR
English 14, 15 10
History 14, 15 10
Physical Education 11, 12, 13 3
Mathematics 16, 5
Biology 14, 15 10
Chemistry 11, 12 10
Lihrary Science 11 1
TOTAL 49
SECOND YEAR




Physics 11. 12 12





This is a one-year program for those students who wish to obtain
their freshman requirements to he transferred to a school of nursing
offering a B.S. in Nursing.
English 14, 15 10
History 14, 15 10
Chemistry 11 5
Mathematics 16 5
Physical Education 11, 12, 13 3
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Concentration -
Pre-Optometr) Senior College Preparatory
The requirements for admission to the schools and colleges of
optometry in the I nited States are relativel) uniform bul are nol
identical. The practice <>f optometry in all states is regulated 1»\ Boards
of Examiners in Optometry. The following concentration will prepare
a student for transfer t«» an\ school <»r college of optometry in tlie
I nited States and Canada.
FIRS! YEAR
English II. 15
Historj 1 »• 15
Physical Education 11. 12, 13
Mathematics 16, 17




-I I OND \ EAR
10 English 21, 22
10 Physical Education
3 Biologj 23
Mi Physics 11. 12
in Mathematics 2d




Pre-Pharniac\ Senior College Preparatory
This is a one-year concentration for those students who wish t<.
obtain their freshman requirements for entrance to a school of phar-
macy. The regional schools of pharmac) require three \ears minimum
in residence at the School of Pharmacy.
English 14. 15 10
History 14, 15 . . . 10












Pre-Yeterinary Senior College Preparatory
This is a one-year program for those students who wish to obtain
their freshman requirements to he transferred to a senior institution.
tudent to beginSome colleges and universities require a veterinan
specializing in his second year. If a student desires a well rounded
foundation for the study of veterinary medicine, it i> recommended that
he pursue the two year pre-Medical program.
English 14. 15 10
History 14, 15 10
Chemistry 11. 12 10
Biology 14, 15 10
Physical Education 11, 12, 13 .
.
3
Mathematics 16. 17 _10
TOTAL "53
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Concentration - Teaching Senior College Preparatory
The subjects required in the freshman and sophomore years f>\
colleges preparing teachers are general in nature: English, history.
mathematics, a science, social studio and physical education to mention
some of these. The program below enables prospective teachers to be
certified b\ the State Department of Education as having completed
t\\<> \ears of college and entitles the student to the Associate in Arts de-
gree. Some of the third year requirements can be completed at Arm-
strong Evening College as extension classes of the I niversit) of Geor-
gm
- FIRST YEAR SECOND YEAR
Education 11 5 Art 11 or Music 20 5
English 14, 15 10 English 21. 22 10
History 14, 15 10 Mathematics 9 or 16 5
Natural Science 10 Physical Education 3
Physical Ed. 11, 12, 13 3 'Electives 24
Political Science 13 5
Psychology 21a 5
Library Science 11 1




Accounting Three-Year Terminal Program
FIRST YEAR SECOND YEAR
English 14. 15—Freshman English 10 ** English 21, 22 10
History 14, 15—Western Civilization 10 Physical Education 3
Physical Education 11, 12, 13 3 Economics 21. 24—Principles
Science 10 and Problems 10
Business Administration 24. 25, Acct. 10 Business Administration 27, 28
—
Library Science 11 1 Business Law 10
Electives .... 4 ***Electives 15
TOTAL 48 TOTAL JlS
THIRD YEAR
Business Administration 34—Intermediate Accounting 5
Business Administration 36, 37—Income Tax Accounting 10
Business Administration 29—Cost Accounting or
Business Administration 35- Intermediate Accounting 5




* Students in this curriculum should secure the catalog of the senior college
which they plan to attend and plan a program with an adviser.
Recommended electives for elementary teachers include health, geography
economics, Georgia Problem- (Social Science 4), English 28 and addiitonal
science courses.
** English 28 ma\ be substituted for English 22.
*** Students planning to complete the three year program should substitute
10 hours in accounting for electives.
CI nm<:i \a \i> 35
Concentration - \Ui
Manx students w\
Iea\ in^i Armstrong. I o tl
to select those subjects
genera] education is incl
well-rounded program.
PTRSi \ l \i;
English 11. 1") Freshman
English
Historj 1 L 15 W estera Civil
zation
Physical Education II, 12. 13
Natural & n-m .





doI continue theii formal education aftei
bese students the college ^i\c» the opportunity
which have a vocational \alue. Sufficient









$lisb 21 22 Sophomore English 10
Physical Education 3















Electives I othei I
TOTA1 48 TOTAL
in
Concentration - Business Administration General
Three-\ear Terminal Program
\ student who cannot transfer to a senior college at the end of his
second year may get a broader foundation for work as a supervisor or
junior executive l>\ completing the program below.
FIRST YEAR SECOND iEAR
English 114. 115—Freshman English 121, 122—World Literature
English 10 or English 128—Public Speaking
History 114, 115—Western ami Business Administration 115
—
Civilization 10 Business Correspondence 10
Natural Science 10 Business Administration 124, 125
—
Economics 121, 124 10 Elementary Accounting 10
Elective 5 Business Administration 127






Student will select with an adviser seven of the following subjects:
Business Administration 128 ( E-371 > — Business Law (2nd course) ....
Business Administration 151—Principles of Transportation
Business Administration 160 (£-351)—Principles of Management
15
* English 28 may be substituted for English 22.
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Business Administration 161—Principles of Insurance
Business Administration L62 I K-390) —Real Estate Principles
Economics 125 (E-312)—Elementary Economic Statistics
Economics 127 (E-326)—Money and Banking
Economics 128 (E-360)—Principles of Marketing
Economics 129 (E-386)—Labor Economics





As a communications center, Savannah offers many opportunities
to students trained in traffic and transportation management. A com-
mittee of experts from business, industry, the railroads and truck lines,
in consultation with the evening college staff, proposed the professional
classes listed below.
FIRST YEAR SECOND YEAR
English 114, 115—Freshman English 121, 122—World Literature
English 10 or English 128—Public Speaking
History 114, 115—Western and Business Administration 115
—




Introduction to Transportation 5 Business Administration 154—Ad-
Business Administration 152 vanced Rates & Tariffs 5
Elementary Rates & Tariffs 5 Busniess Administration 155
—
Business Administration 153 Interstate Commerce Law 5
Intermediate Rates & Tariffs 5 Business Administration 156—Inter
Economics 121, 124—Principles state Commerce Commission and
and Problems 10 Public Service Commission Pro-
cedure 5
Business Administration 124, 125 —
Elementary Accounting 10
THIRD YEAR
Students will select 5 of the subjects listed under the third year of Business
Administration-General plus Business Administration 127, Business Law. Elec-
tives to complete 135 hours total credits.
Concentration - Transportation
Fifty-Hour Concentration in Transportation
Students wishing a thorough background in transportation ma\
receive a certificate upon satisfactory completion of the program that
follows:
BA 151—Introduction to Transportation 5
BA 152—Elementary Rates and Tariffs 5
BA 153—Intermediate Ratt > and Tariffs 5
BA 154—Advanced Rates and Tariffs 5
li \ 155—Interstate Commerce Law 5
BA 156—Interstate Commerce Commission and Public.
Service Commission Procedure 5
CI RRIC1 LI MS 37
Economics 121 and L24 Principles and Problems 10
English Ml and 115 Freshman English oi English 128 Public
Speaking and T> \ ll"> Business Correspondence 10
loi \l 50
Concentration - Business Administration
\ one \t\ii program in Business Vdmmistration lor those persons
who ma) not w i>h to complete the two year concentration, with em-
phasis on business courses. \ certificate will he awarded to those w ho
successfull) complete the program.
Business Vdministration 24, 25, 34 15
Economics 21, 24 10





Concentration Commerce Secretarial Terminal
This program is designed to meet the needs of those students who
wish to qualify for clerical positions in business.
FIRST YEAR SECOND YEAR
English 14, 15—Freshman Business Administration 24
—
English 10 Accounting 5
History 14, 15 Western 'English 21,22 10
Civilization 10 Commerce 17—Office Practice . . 5
Physical Education 11, 12, 13 .3 Commerce 21 a-b-c—Typing 6
Natural Science 10 Commerce 22 a-b-c—Shorthand . 15
Commerce 11 a-h-c—Typing 6 Physical Education 3
Commerce 12 a-b-c—Shorthand 15
Library Science 11 1
TOTAL 55 TOTAL U
Concentration - Home Economics Terminal
This course is designed to meet the needs of those women who
plan to complete their college work at Armstrong. Sufficient electives
are allowed to enable the student to select commerce subjects which
have a vocational value or cultural subjects for worth) use of leisure
time.
FIRST yEAR SECOND YEAB
English 14, 15—Freshman English 10 English 21, 22—Sophomore English 10
History 14, 15—Western Physical Education 3
Civilization 10 Home Economics 21—Home Planning
Physical Education 3 and Decorating 5
Natural Science 10 Home Economics 24—Family
(Human Biology included) Fundamentals 5
Home Economics 10—Orientation : Home Economics 12—Family Meal
Personal Development 5 Planning and Serving 5
Home Economics 11—Clothing ... 5 Eleetives 19
Psychology 21—Introductory 5
Library Science 11 1
TOTAL 49 TOTAL 47
* English 28 may be substituted for English 22.
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Concentration - Human Relations* Terminal
The Terminal Program sequence in Human Relations is designed
to -tart with the student's immediate interests in learning, methods of
Stud) and aptitude measurement. The next course on principles and
facts about the individual's growth, needs, feelings and learning about
the world around him i> followed bj a practical application through
experiments or l»\ interning in -elected communit) programs where
individual development and adjustment ma\ he directl) observed.
This leads to a stud\ of a person's relationship to his social groups.
.t stud) of marriage and famil) adjustment, principles and facts about
the \\a\ that our societ) i- organized and finally a practical stud)
through local organizations of needs and resources for human adjust-
ment in our community. V student who completes this sequence should
have a basic understanding of himself and others that will improve his
effectiveness in his family, his work (whether in the home or employed
elsewhere I . his social relationships and his responsible participation
in community living.
FIRST YEAR SECOND YEAR
English 14. IS—Freshman English 10 English 21. 22—Sophomore Engli-h 10
History 14, 15—Western Civilization 10 Biolog\ 14. 15—General Zoology
Physical Education 11, 12. 13 3 or




Psychology 22—Social Psycholog\ 5
Sociology 20a—Introductory
Sociology 5















Concentration - Liberal Arts Terminal
\ student in tbe Liberal Arts. Terminal program may select the
remainder of his electives from courses offered by tbe college in order
to prepare for a vocation or to pursue a special interest
Students in other concentrations ma> elect any Psychology or Sociology
course in tin- program without adhering to the above sequence. Prerequisites are
necessary in Psychologj 21b and Sociology 20b only.
** .Note admission requirements for Mathematics 9 and Mathematics 16 as
-tated on pages 58 and 59.
CI RRIC1 II MS 39
SECOND \ EAR
Englisl 21, 22 Sophomore
III Engl -I. 10
IMi\ sici il Education 3







English I \. 15 Freshman
English
Histon I 1- 15 \\ estern
( i\ ilization
Physical Education II. 12. L3
Natural Science
* Mathematu - 9 <>i 16
••Electives
1 ibrar) Sen nee 1
1
TOT \ I 48 rOTAl -W
Concentration - Medical Technology Terminal
This is a two-year program for those students who wish to meet
the requirements of the American Societ) of Clinical Pathologists and
who will complete their training at some approwd school of Medical
Technology. \n Associate in Arts degree is awarded upon successful
completion of the academic program described below.
Armstrong College is affiliated with the Savannah School for
Medical Technologists, which is national!) approved. It i> possible Eoi
a student to meet all requirements for national registration through
these two institution-.
FIRST \E\R SECOND YEAR
English 14 15—Freshman English 10 English 21. 22 10
History 14. 15—History of Western Physical Education 3
Civilization 10 Biology 23 6
Physical Education 11. 12 and 13 3 Biology 21 5
Mathematics 16 5 Chemistry 13. 25 12
Biology 14. 15 10 Electives 9
Chemistry 11, 12 10
Library Science 11 1
TOTAL 51 TOTAL 45
Concentration - Nursing
Armstrong College offers the following courses in cooperation
with the Warren A. Candler School of Nursing. With the permission
of the instructor and the approval of the student's adviser, a student
not enrolled in the School of Nursing may take am of the following
courses:
Biology 18, 19 10
Chemistry 11 5
* Note admission requirements for Mathematics ( > and Mathematics 16 as
stated on pages 58 and 59.
** A student must elect 20 hours from at lea>t three of the following de-
partments: Foreign Language. Political Science, Economics, Fine Arts. Home
Economics, Psychology, Sociology, Mathematics (other than Math. 19).
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Sociology -Ha .">
Physical Education In 1
Biologj 21 .")




A student who has onl) one \eat to spend in college may herein
acquire some of the skills which will enable him to earn a livelihood.
Commerce 11a, b, c—Typing 6
Commerce 12 a, b, c—Shorthand 15
Commerce 17—Office Practice 5
Business Administration 24—Accounting 5
**Engli-h 14. 15—Freshman 10
•Physical Education 11, 12, 13 3
Commerce 13a. b, c, Burroughs Calculator and Comptometer 6
TOTAL 50
Physical Education is required in all one year terminal programs if a
certificate is desired.
** English 28 nun be substituted for English 15.
Course Descriptions
General
Armstrong College reserves the right to (1) withdraw an) course
for which less tlian ten students register, (2) limit the enrollment in
an\ course or class section, (3) fi\ the time <>f meeting of all classes
and sections, and i h offer such additional courses as demand and
staff personnel warrant.
No credit will be given in beginning courses in commerce and
languages where the same or similar courses have been presented for
admission from high school.
Where two or more courses are listed under one description, no
credit for graduation will he given until the sequence is completed.
Courses which are offend in the day program are assigned a num-
ber which is less than 100. All Evening College courses are numbered
above 100. In some course descriptions Evening College course num-
bers appear in parentheses. For example: Biolog) 16-17 ill6-117i.
After each course name, there are three numbers in parentheses.
The first number listed is the number of hours of lecture; the second.
the number of hours of laboratory: and the third, the number of quarter
hours of credit the course carries. For example: Human Biolog)
(5-0-5).
The quarters indicating when courses will he taught appl) to the




Creative Art (2-6-5). Spring.
Drawing, art principles and design with work in other media at the
discretion of the instructor. Some application will be made to poster-
making, lettering and everyday life needs.
Art 113
—
Ceramics (5-0-5). Laboratory fee: 82.00
A beginner's course in the fundamentals of potter) and ela\ model-
ing. Various ways of forming clay, decorating, glazing and firing
suitable subjects.
Art 114 Ceramics (5-0-5). Laborator\ fee: $2.00
A continuation of the beginner's course with emphasis on design,
using the potter's wheel and understanding the use of glazes. Wmk
may be developed in pottery or clay sculpture.
Art 115 Drawing and Painting (5-0-5). Laboratorv fee. $2.00.
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\ course in the elements of pictorial composition, drawing and
color. Basic work and experimentation will be conducted from still
life, natural forms, and li\ing model-. Combined with the studio
work will be discussions and reviews in history and appreciation of art.
During latter course sessions, efforts will be made to provide




Drawing and Painting (5-0-5). Laboratory fee ,$2.00.
A continuation of Art 115.
BIOLOGY
Anatomy and Physiology \n-2n-?>n (2-2-3). Laboratory fee, S2.50
A three-quarter course in human anatomy and physiology. The
gross anatomy, some histology and physiology of the organ systems are
presented in order to give the student an understanding of the human
body as a basis for further studies in clinical nursing. The labora-
tor\ work includes some dissection of the lower vertebrates and ele-
mentary experiments in physiology. I Not offered in 1956-57).
Bacteriology \n-2n (2-2-3). Laboratory fee. S2.50.
An introduction to micro-organisms as living organisms and as
pathogens. The structure, life history and public health importance of
representative viruses, bacteria, molds, protozoa and helminthes are
considered. The laboratory work includes the techniques of eulturing
bacteria and the study of the scientific basis of antiseptic and aseptic
procedures. (Not offered in 1956-57).
Biology \\ I 111 I
—
General Botany (3-4-5). Fall. Laboratorv fee.
$4.00.
A stud\ of the structure of root.-, stems and leaves, basic physiology
and ecology of plants. Laboratory work on representative species.
Biology 12 (112) General Botany (3-4-5). Spring. Laboratory
fee. $4.00. Prerequisite: Biology 11.
A study of the reproduction, heredit) and evolution of seed plants.
with studies of representative species of the other major plant groups.
Laboratory work includes frequent field trips.
Biology II (114) General Zaolog) (3-4-5). Fall and Winter.
Laboratory fee. $4.00.
Introduction to animal structures and function and a survey of the
invertebrate phyla. Laboratory work on representative species of the
basic invertebrate ph\ la.
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Biology L5 (115) General Zoology (3-4-5). Winter and Spring.
Laboratory fee, $4.00. Prerequisite: Biolog) II.
Stud) .if vertebrate structurt and function, using selected verte-
brate material for laboratory dissection.
Biology MM General Zoology (3-6-6). Laboratory fee;, -
Introduction to animal Structures and function and a SIHTej of the
invertebrate phyla. Laborator) work on representative species oi
each phylum. (Not offered in 1956-57).
Biology I V/> General Zoology '3-6-6). Laboratory fee. I
Prerequisite: Biolog) I I.
Stud) <»f vetebrate structure and function, using -elected verte-
brate material for laboratory dissection. Concludes with a stud) of the
principles of evolution and genetics. (Nol offered in 1956-57 i
.
Biology L6-17 i 116-117)
—
Human Biology (5-0-5). Winter and
Spring. Four lectures and one demonstration period.
\ non-laborator\ course beginning with a survey of the basic
biological principle- and continuing with a stud\ of the structure and
function of tbe human body. The second quarter is a continuation of
the first and concludes with a stud) <>f the principle - ol genetics and evo-
lution. No credit for graduation is allowed until sequence is completed.
Biology 18-19
—
Human inatomy and Physiology (3-4-5). Fall
and Winter. Laboratory fee. $4.00 each quarter.
\ twoquarter course considering the gross anatomy, histolog) and
physiology of the organ systems. Laborator) work includes thorough
dissection of a typical mammal as well as basic experiments in physiol-
ogy. Not for pre-medical and pre-dental student-.
Biology 21— Microbiology (3-4-5). Spring. Laborator) fee.
$5.00. Prerequisites: Ten hours of a biological science with a labora-
tory and fixe hours of inorganic chemistry.
\n introduction to micro-organisms with primarx emphasis on
bacteria. The morphology, life histor) and public health importance




Comparative Vertebrate inatomy I .'->-(>-() I . Fall.
Laboratory fee. $6.00. Prerequisite: Biolog) 1 1 and 15.
\ -tudy of the anatomy and evolution of the organ systems <»f the
vertebrates. Laboratorx work on Squalid. Necturus and the cat.
Business Administration
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\n introduction to the fundanu ntal principles and procedures of
accounting, including a stud) of the journal, the Ledger, accounting




Principles of Accounting, Intro-
ductorj (3-0-3). Summer only. < B. \. 121a and B. \. 1216 are
identical to Business Administration 21 (124 1.
\n introduction to the fundamental principles and procedures
of accounting, including a study of the journal, the ledger, accounting
statement.-, controlling account-, special journals and the acounting
system.
Business Administration 1246 Principles of Accounting, Intro-
ductory ( 3-0-3 i . Summer only.
Continuation of Business Administration 124a.
Business Administration 25 I 125 i
—
Principles of Accounting. In-
troductory (5-0-5). Winter. Prerequisite: Business Administration 24.
\n application of accounting principles to certain problems >uch
as the proprietorship, the partnership, the corporation, departmental
operations, manufacturing accounts and the analysis of accounting
statements.
Business Administration 125a Principles of Accounting, Intro-
ductory 1 3-0-3 1 Summer only. (Business Administration 125a and
Business Administration 1256 are identical to Business Administration
25 1 125 I.
\n application of accounting principles to certain problems such
as the proprietorship, the partnership, the corporation, departmental
operations, manufacturing accounts and the analysis of accounting
statements.
Business Administration 1256 Principles of Accounting. Intro-
ductory (3-0-3). Summer only.
Continuation of Business Administration 125a.




Law governing the basic principles applicable to the following sub-
ject-. Contracts: offer and acceptance, consideration, performance.
rights of third parties and discharge. \genc\ : creation of an agency, lia-
bilities of principal and agent. Negotiable instruments: element- of
negotiability, endorsement and transfer, liabilities of parties, discharge.
Business idministration 28 I \'2\\\ —Business Law (5-0-5). Spring.
The law governing the basic legal principles applicable to the fol-
lowing subjects which are of particular interest to those planning to
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major in accounting. Partnership: formation, powers, Liabilities "I
partners, termination. Corporation: formation, power-, rights <»f se-
curity holders, types of securities. Sale-: vesting <>f title, warrant-.
remedies.
Business [administration 2 l ) i L")i Cosi iccounting (5-0-5).
Spring. Prerequisite: Business Administration 25 (125).
Methods of determining and distributing costs in manufacturing
and other concerns, stressing the securing of unit costs under hoth
the order and the process methods.
Business tdministration 3 1 (134) Principles o) Iccounting, In-
termediate (5-0-5). Spring. Prerequisite: Business Administration 25.
Basic accounting lheor\ and the solution of problems requiring an
application of accounting theory.
Business Administration 35 (135)
—
Intermediate iccounting
(5-0-5). Second course. Prerequisite: Business Administration 34
I L34).
\ continuation <>f Business Administration 34 (134) emphasizing
the theories of valuation of fixed assets and liahilit\ accounts, the ap-
plication of these theories and the interpretation of financial statements
prepared en the basis of these theories.
Business Administration 36 l 136 1 Income Tax iccounting
(5-0-5). Prerequisite: Business Administration 25 i 1 25 i
.
\ -tudy of federal income tax laws and the application of these
laws to the income tax returns of individuals, partnerships and corpor-
ations.
Business Administration 37 (137)—Tax Accounting (5-0-5). Pre-
requisite: Business Administration 36 (136).
A continuation of Business Administration 36 (136) with em-
phasis on corporations and fiduciary returns and social securit) taxes,





A study of business correspondence, letter>. information reports,
follow-up sales programs, statistical analysis and inter-office communi-




Report l\ riting. (5-0-5).
Study and practice of effective English in business letter-, technical
papers, engineering reports. Letters, reports, quizzes.
Business Administrate
motion (5-0-5). Prerequisites Economics 124.
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\ course in retail advertising and sales promotion basically con-
cerned with selling in the retail fields emphasizing the psychology
<»f advertising as a branch of -ales. The course explores the various
media and culminates with direct sales approaches. Primarily an




-Advanced Accounting (5-0-5). Pre-
requisite: Business Administration 35 I 135).
A stud) of the problems of partnerships, parent and subsidiary ac-
counting, consignments, installment accounting and other specialized
accounting problem-.
Business Administration 142 Advanced Accounting (5-0-5). Pre-
requisite: Business Administration 141.
\ continuation of Business Administration 141.
Business Administration 143
—
Auditing Theory (5-0-5). Pre-
requisite: Business Administration 25 (125).
Principles governing audits and audit procedure and a study of
the practical application of accounting knowledge as applied to audit
procedures.
Business Administration 145 C.P.A. Revieu (5-0-5). Prerequis-
ite: Advanced Accounting and Auditing.
\ re\ iew of the interpretation of the federal income tax law as
applied to individuals, partnerships, estates and trusts: also a review
of the methods of ascertaining and distributing cost in manufacturing
concerns emphasizing the securing of costs under the job order, process
and standard methods.
Business Administration L51- Introduction to Transportation
(5-0-5). Fall.
History of transportation; developments leading to Legislative
supervisipn of railroads: developments leading to Federal regulation
of carriers, other than railroads: freight classifications: principles of
freight rates and tariffs.
Business Administration 152 Elementary Rates and Tariffs.
(5-0-5). Winter. Prerequisite: Business Administration 151 or per-
mission <»f the instructor.
Shipping documents and their application: special freight serv-
ices; freighl claims, overcharge and loss and damage: freoght tariff
circular-: construction and filing of tariffs: terminal facilities and
switching; and demurrage.
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Business \dministration 153 Intermediate Rates and Tariffs
(5-0-5). Spring. Prerequisite: Business Administration 152. or per
mission ol instructor.
Reconsignmenl and diversion; transil privileges; rules governing
stopping in transil shipments for partial unloading and to complete
loading; weights, weighing, and paymenl ol freight charges; ware-
housing and distribution; material handling; and packaging.
Business idministration 154 tdvanced Rates and Tariffs.
(5-0-5). Fall. Prerequisite: Business Administration L53, or per-
mission of the instructor.
Through routes and rates; milling in transil: technical tariff and
rate interpretation: overcharges and undercharges; loss and damage
claims: import ami export traffic: and classification committee pro-
cedure.
Business idministration 155—Interstate Commerce Law, (5-0-5).
Winter. Prerequisite: Business Administration L54, or permission of
the instructor.
Evolution of Interstate Commerce Vet; construction of Interstate
Commerce Act: interpretation and application of Interstate Commerce
Act: application of penalties under the Interstate 1 Commerce Act: crea-
tion and organization of Interstate Commerce Commission; practice




and Public Service Commission Procedure. (5-0-5) Spring. Prereq-
uisite: Business Administration 156. or permission of the instructor.
Practice before Interstate Commerce Commission; statutory au-




Principles of Management. (5-0 5)
Prerequisite: Economics 124.
Designed to prepare students in the fundamentals of all phases
of administrative, staff and operative management. Successful man-
agement principles and techniques are given for all fields of business
which include: business objectives, policies, functions, executive lead-
ership, organization structure and morale, cooperative procedure and
control procedure.
Business Administration 161 Principles of Insurance. (5-0-5).
Prerequisite: Economics 121.
A comprehensive treatment of the insurance field: an explana-
tion of the different types of insurance and fundamental underlying
principles, the organization of the insurance business and accepted in-
surance practices.
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Business idministration L62
—
Real Estate Principles. (5-0-5).
Prerequisite: Economics L24.
\ consideration of the general principles of property utilization,
the law dealing with ownership, transfer of title and liens: the ap-
praisal process, determinants of values, the real estate cycle, manage-
ment and salesmanship and regulator) legislation.
Chemistry
Chemistry in—Chemistry for Nurses (4-2-5). Laboratory fee.




Principles of inorganic, organic and physiological chemistr) with




General Inorganic (4-3-5). Fall. Laboratory fee.
$3.00. Laboratory breakage fee. $3.00*. Pre-requisite: Two years of
high school algebra. Mathematics 9. or consent of instructor.
The chemistry of some important metallic and non-metallic ele-
ments including a systematic treatment of chemical principles and
their applications.
Chemistry 12 General Inorganic (4-3-5). Winter. Laboratory
fee, $3.00. Laboraton breakage fee. S3.00*. Pre-requisite: Chemistry
11.
This course is a continuation of Chemistry 11.
Chemistry 13 Qualitative Inorganic Analysis (3-6-5). Spring.
Laboratory fee. $5.00. Laboratory breakage fee, $5.00*. Pre-requisite:
Chemistry 12.
A study of the fundamental theories of qualitative analysis of com-
mon cations and anions by semi-micro methods.
Chemistry 14 General Inorganic i 5-3-6 i. Laboratory fee, $3.50.
Laborator) breakage fee. $3.00*. Prerequisite: Two years of high
school algebra or Mathematics 10 or its equivalent.
The chemistry of some important metallic and non-metallic ele-
ments including a systematic treatment of chemical principles and their
applications. (Not offered in 1956-57).
Chemistry 15 General Inorganic i 5-3-6 I. Laborator) fee, $3.50.
Laborator) breakage fee, $3.00.* Prerequisite: Chemistr) 14 or its
equivalent.
Continuation of Chemistn 14. (Not offered in 1956-57).
Refundable at the end of each quarter if no item- lia\<- been lost or broken
and all requirements of the laborator) nave been complied with.
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Chemistry 24 Qualitative Inorganic inalysU (3-6-5). Fall. Lab
orator) fee, 15.00. Laborator) breakage fee, S5.00. ' Prerequisite:
Chemistr) 15. L8 or its equivalent.
\ stud) of the fundamental theories of qualitative analysis of
common cations and anion- l»\ semi-micro methods.
Chemistry 2'mi Quantitative inorganic inalysU I 2-6- 1 I . Winter.
Laboratory fee, $5.00. Laboratory breakage fee, $5.00.* Pre-requisite:
Chemistr) L3 or approval of the instructor.
\ stud) of the fundamental theories and applications ol quantita-
tive analysis involving volumetric and gravimetric methods. No credit
is given for this course before completion of Chemistr) 25b.
Chemistry 256
—
Quantitative Inorganic inalysis (1-6-3). Spring.
Laborator) fee, $5.00. Laborator) breakage fee, $5.00.* Pre-requisite:
Chemistr) 25a or its equivalent.
This course is a continuation of Chemistn 25a.
Commerce
Commerce 11a Beginning Typing (0-5-2). Fall and Winter. Lab-
oratory fee. $3.50.
This course consists of introductory instruction in the technical
features and care of the machine, position, fingering, proper technique
and master) of the keyboard. An average speed of 30 words a minute
is attained at the end of the first quarter.
Commerce 116
—
Beginning Typing Continued (0-5-2). Winter
and Spring. Laboratory fee. $3.50.
This course is a continuation of speed development. In addition,
instruction in typing letters and setting up simple tabulations is given.
An average of 40 words a minute should be attained at the end
of the second quarter.
Commerce lie Intermediate Typing. (0-5-2 1. Spring. Labora-
tor) fee. S3. 50. Prerequisite: Commerce Wa-b or equivalent.
\ typewriter course in which emphasis is placed on speed build-
ing and accuracy. Special typing problems such as business letters,
minutes, notices, stencil cutting and carbon copies are stressed.
An average of 50 words a minute should be attained at the end
of the third quarter.
Commerce \2a-b—Beginning Shorthand I 5-0-5 i . Fall and Winter.
* Refundable at the end of each quarter if no items have been lost or broken
and all requirements of the laboratory have been complied with.
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( bmplete theor) of Gregg Shorthand in the manual. Additional
reading and dictation given from Speed Studi<
Commerce \'2< Intermediate Shorthand (5-0-5). Spring.
Dictation and transcription of nen and studied material Student
i- required to take dictation at the rate of eight) words a minute.
Commerce L3a Burroughs Calculator and Comptometer (0-5-2).
Fall. Laboratory fee, $3.50.
The objective of tin- course is to build speed and accuracy in the
operation of the Burroughs Calculator and Comptometer and a thor-
ough review of business mathematics. This quarter is devoted to the
operation of the four fundamentals in arithmetic on the calculator.
Commerce 136
—
Burroughs Calculator and Comptometer (0-5-2).
\\ inter. Laboratory fee. $3.50.
The following business mathematics is reviewed and applied on
the machine during this quarter: decimal equivalents, split division, in-
voicing over the fixed decimal, percentages, discounts, and chain dis-
counts, costs, selling and rate of profit.
Commerce 13c Burroughs Calculator and Comptometer t 0-5-2 l
.
Spring. Laboraton fee. $3.50.
The third quarter is a continuation of business problems on the
machine. The transactions covered are reciprocals, figuring grain,




Office Practice (5-0-5). Spring.
Typical business office situations are duplicated as nearly as pos-
sible. Practical problems deal with typing, operation of the mimeo-
graph, filing and office courtesy.
Commerce 21a Advanced Typing (0-5-2). Fall. Laboratory fee.
$3.50. Prerequisite: Commerce lie or equivalent.
Advanced typing is a course in the acquisition of speed and ac-
curacy including various legal forms and papers, manuscripts and
business paper-.
Commerce 216 A continuation of Commerce 21fl (0-5-2). W in-
ter. Laboratory fee, $3.50.
Commerce 21c A continuation of Commerce 216 (0-5-2 i. Spring.
Laboratory fee, $3.50. \n average of 60 words is attained.
Commerce 22a Advanced Shorthand (5-0-5). Fall. Prerequisites:
( lommerce 1 2^/. />. <.
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\ course in which the principles of Gregg Shorthand arc applied
in developing skill and accurac) in writing shorthand and in transcrib
in»i. The first half \car is devoted to dictation of genera] business
material: the second half, to dictation material applying to major
\ ocations.
Comment' 226 / continuation of ( ommerce 22a (5-0-5). W inter.
Commerce 22c / continuation of Commerce 22l> (5-0-5). Spring.
\ speed of 1 2n words a minute Is required.
Commerce 2Mi- tdvanced Calculate) and Comptometer (0-5-2).
Fall. Laboratory fee. $3.50.
The next two quarters are devoted to the application of the ma-
chine and business mathematics to the Following businesses: drugs,
hardware, electrical, plumbing, contracting, wholesale paper, pa) roll.
packing house, creameries and dairies, laundries, steel and iron, depart-
ment stores, hanks, lumber, petroleum, railroads.
Commerce 23b—A continuation oj Commerce 23a (0-5-2). Winter.
Laboratory fee. -S3. .">().
Commerce 23c
—
Advanced Calculator and Comptometer (0-5-2).
Spring. Laboratory fee. $3.50.
Speed, skill and accuracy in the operation of the machine are
stressed in this last period.
Economics
Economics 21 1 121 1
—
Principles and Problems of Economics
(5-0-5). Fall.
A stud\ of the principles behind the economic institutions of the
present time and an examination of some of the economic problems
in the modern world.
Economics 24 (124) Principles and Problems of Economics
(5-0-5). Winter. Prerequisite: Economics 21.
A continuation of the stud) of economic principles and problems
begun in Economics 21.
Economics 125 Elementary Economic Statistics (5-0-5).
An introduction to presentation and analysis of quantitative eco-
nomic data. Statistical sources, table reading, chart making: elementary
statistical procedures and their economic interpretation: introduction
to index and time series analysis.
Economics 126 American Economic History (5-0-5).
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The growth and development of economic institutions in the
I nited States from the colonial period to tin present with majoi
emphasis on the period since L860. It will deal will; agriculture, in-
dustry, labor, domestic and foreign commerce, transportation, mone\
and banking, and finance.
Economics 127
—
Money and Banking (5-0-5). Prerequisite: Eco-
nomics I 2 I.
The role of mone\ in the economic organization: inonetan theor\ :
methods of stabilizing the price level; the integration of financial in-
stitutions; theorx of hank deposits and elasticity of bank currency :
discount polic) and the interest rate of central hanks: methods of
regulating credit and business activities.
Economics 128 Principles of Marketing (5-0-5). Prerequisite:
Economics 124.
Principles and methods invoked in the movement of good- and
services from producers to consumers: marketing functions; marketing
manufactured goods, raw materials and agricultural products: pro-
posals for improving the marketing structure.
Economics 129 Labor Economics (5-0-5). Prerequisite: Eco-
nomics 124.
An analysis of the background and origin of our modern labor
organizations and their remarkable growth in recent years.
Special emphasis is placed on the social and economic aspects
of our labor problems including the studv of wages, working condi-
tions, unemployment problems, the movement toward shorter hours,
workers welfare plans, labor organizations and the outlook for future
developments along these lines.
Economics 130 Personnel Administration I 5-0-5 l . Prerequisites:
Elementary Psychology and Economics.
A stud\ of the principles and practices in the field of the admin-
istration of human relations and Industry. Emphasis is given to scien-
tific techniques and devices in the development of a well-rounded per-
sonnel program.
Economics 13] -Government and Business (5-0-5). Prerequisite:
Economics 124.
\ general surve) of the economic aspects of business regulation
l>\ the government, with specific reference to regulator) developments
and method- in the I nited States: other activities affecting business
in general, a- extension of loans and subsidies, maintenance of fact-
finding agencies and government owned corporations.
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Economics L32 Investments. (5-0-5). Prerequisite: Economics
\ >tud\ <it stocks and I »« >!u l>. market operations, investment mathe-
matics, investment policies and financial statements.
Education
Education II Orientation to Education (5-0-5). Fall.
For the beginning or prospective teacher, i h i > subject offers a
broad understanding of the American spirit in education, the plate oi
the school in society, its growth and changing function as a social in-




Engineering Drawing (0-6-3). Fall.
Topics of studs include lettering: the use of the instruments:
orthographic projection: au\iliar\ views; sections and conventions.
Engineering 12 ill2l
—
Engineering Drawing (0-6-3). Winter.
Prerequisite: Engineering 11.
Topics of study include drawing conventions: dimensions: pic-
torial representation: threads and fastenings: shop processes; technical




Engineering Drawing (0-3-lV>). Summer.
Topics of stud) include drawing conventions; dimensions: pic-
torial representation: threads and fastenings: shop processes; technical




Engineering Drawing (0-3-1^). Summer.
Continuation of Engineering 112a.
Engineering 13 (113) Engineering Drawing (0-6-3). Spring.
Prerequisite: Engineering 12.
Topics of study include technical sketching of piping and fittings:
working drawings: ink tracing on cloth: working drawings from as-
semblies and assemblies from working drawings.
Engineering 19 (119) Applied Descriptive Geometry (0-6-3).
Spring. Prerequisite: Engineering 12.
Topics of study include the solution of problems involving points,
lines, and planes by use of auxiliary views: the solution of problems
involving points, lines, and planes b\ revolution methods: simple inter-
sections: developments of surfaces: an introduction to warped surfaces.
Practical applications are emphasized.
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English
Students will b< assigned t<» freshman English according to result-
of tests taken before the beginning of the term.
English I 1 \ (114A) Freshman English (5-0-5). Fall, Winter and
Spring.
This course includes theme writing, with emphasis <»n correct and
forceful expression. The student also reads and discusses such works




Freshman English I 5-0-5 I . Fall. Winter.
This course is essentially the same as English 14A. but more time is
devoted to grammar, punctuation and spelling. In theme writing, em-
phasis is placed on clarity of communication.
English 15A (115A)
—
A continuation of English 14A (5-0-5).
Fall. Winter and Spring.
The student reads and discusses selections from such authors as
Montaigne. Swift. Dickens and English and American poets. Theme
writing is continued with practice in preparing documented papers.
English 15B (115Bl A continuation of English 14B (5-0-5). Win-
ter. Spring.
This course is essentially the same as English 15A, but more time
is given to correct expression in writing. A documented paper is pre-
pared.
English 21 I 121 I
—
Sophomore English—World Literature (5-0-5).
Fall and Winter.
\ stud) is made of some of the works of Shakespeare. Goethe's
Faust, and s< lections from the Bible.
English 22 (122) Sophomore English— // orld Literature (5-0-5 I.
Winter and Spring.
Selected modern poetry, drama and novels are read, both American
and European.
English 24 In Introduction to Poetry (5-0-5). Spring.
\ stud) of the various types and forms of poetr) with special
emphasis on more recent poetry.
English 25
—
American Literature (5-0-5). Fall. (Not offered in
L956-57).
\ surve) oi American literature and culture. Each student is
a-ked to select one particular period or area or author for concentra-
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tion, making reports and writing papers in thai phase <»t the work.
The course is primarily conducted l»\ reading and discussion.
English 27 1/ odern Drama (5-0-5). Fall.
Class reading and discussion of modern plays from Ibsen's
"Ghosts" to Miller's "Death of a Salesman.'
1 The course is centered
on appreciation of drama and improving of oral interpretation through
reading -elected plays aloud.
English 2o Fundamentals oj Speech (5-0-5). Winter.
Basic principles and practices of speech. The course gi\e> some
attention to the physiological make-up of the speech mechanism, pho-
netics, gesture, articulation, pronounciation, and regional speech dif-
ferences. However, it consists primarily of practicing the fundamentals
of speech through a wide variet) of formal, informal, extemporaneous
impromptu, and group participation speech exercises.
English 30
—
Principles of Theatre Art (5-0-5). Spring.
\ -huh and discussion of the fundamentals involved in the devel-
opment of dramatic art and in the staging method- which have been and
are now utilized in producing drama. The course will develop chrono-
logically and will relate directh to historical events and to the changing




Elementary French (5-0-5). Fall and
Winter.
A course for beginners. The spoken language is studied as well
as grammar and reading. No credit for graduation will be given until
the sequence is completed.
French 21 (121)—Intermediate French (5-0-5). Spring. Pre-
requisite: Two quarters of college French or two years of high school
French.
Review grammar, oral practice, reading of selected texts.
French 22 I 122 I
—
Intermediate French, continued I 5-0-5
I
. Winter.
Prerequisite: Three quarters of college French or three years of high
school French.
Further reading of texts, oral and composition practice.
French 23 French Literature of the Nineteenth Century (5-0-5).
Prerequisite: Three quarters of college French or three vears of high
A survey course . Reading of texts, written and oral reports on
collateral reading.
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French 24 French Classical Drama (5-0-5). Spring. Prerequisite:
French 22.




World Human Geography (5-0-5).
\ sur\e\ of world human geography, emphasizing population
characteristics, topographaic features, distribution of economic activities
and geo-political problems within the major geographical regions.





Beginning German (5-0-5). Fall and
Winter.
Drill upon pronounciation and elements of grammar, conversation,
and the training of the ear as well as the eye. German is used as much
as practicable in the classroom instruction. The idiomatic use of the
language will be studied. Reading of texts and translations. Conversa-
tion, dictation, and dialogues.
No credit for graduation is allowed until sequence is completed.
German 21 (121)
—
Intermediate German (5-0-5). Spring.
Grammar review and comparative grammar studied with the view
of enabling students to write compositions. Short stories, life situations
in Germain. German magazines, memorization of famous German




Personal and Community Health Problems (5-0-5).
This course considers the meaning of health and factors influencing
health behavior; health problems as related to the individual: overview
of world, national, state and local health problems: community health
organizations; mobilizing and evaluating community health resources.
The legal aspects in community health and the laws governing re-
portable diseases is given special attention.
History
History 11 illh in Historical Introduction to Contemporary
Civilization I 5-0-5 i . Fall. Winter, and Spring.
This course comprises a chronological surve) of the main currents
oi political, social, religious and philosophical activity in Western Civi-
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Ization from t h«- period of the sixth centur) in Greece to the present
time.
History L5 I L15) / continuation <>l History I I (5-0-5). Wintei
and Spring.
In addition to a chronological treatment of events studied in the
above courses, tin* dynamics of Western Civilization arc studied in
work- of the following authors: Plato, Dante. Machiavelli, Descartes,
Locke, Jefferson, Rousseau, Vdam Smith. Malthus, Marx and others.
History 2r> (125) Recent European History (5-0-5). Winter.
This course is designed to provide an opportunity for detailed
stud) of major national and international developments in European
affairs from about L870 to the present time. Special emphasis is de-
voted to the first World War and new developments in Europe follow-
ing that war and the complex of world events which preceded the Sec-
ond World War.
History 26 1 126 1
—
Recent American History (5-0-5). Kail.
This course has as its purpose the examination of the most im-
portant events and movements, political, social and cultural, in \meri-
can life from about L865 to the present time.
Home Economics
Home Economics In—Nutrition and Food Preparation (3-2-4).
W inter. Laboratory fee, S4.00.
\ -tudy of the laws governing the food requirements of human
beings for maintenance of growth, activity, reproduction, and lactation.
Complete meals are prepared and served in each laboratory period.
Home Economics 10
—
Orientations: Careers and Personal Develop-
ment (5-0-5). Fall.
The many oppourtunities available in the field, such as food spe-
cialists, nutrition experts, nursery school teachers, marriage counselors
and others will be discussed. Professional experts in these fields will
\isit the class to show the many vocations dealing with the home.
How to be more attractive through personal grooming and what
is appropriate in manners and dress on various social occasions are
emphasized.
Home Economics 11 (111)
—
Clothing I 2-6-5 I . Wintei.
Planning and making individual wardrobes. Fashion-, design and
fabrics are studied. Laboratorv fee. S2.00.
Home Economics 12
—
Foods (3-4-5). Spring. Laboratory fee.
$7.00.
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I In- course is based <>n t h< human food needs. Preparation and
attractive Berving of meals is studied.
Home Economics 21 Home Furnishings (4-2-5). Winter. Lab-
oratory fee, v 2.o().
The interior and exu rior planning of the home is studied. Em-
phasis i- placed on style of furniture, color and decoration fabrics
used in the home.
Home Economics 23
—
Elementary Textiles and Clothing for the
Family (2-6-5). Spring. Laboratory fee. $2.00.
Practical application of elementar) textile study to the selection
and use of clothing for the family.
Home Economics 24 Family Fundamentals (5-0-5). fall.
A course in the famih with the problems that one faces in the




Library Usage. (1-0-1 1.
A one hour course in the use of the Library. A practical survey of
library books, resources, tools and services, designed to aid the college
student in his study- reasearch. and recreation reading. Practice in the
use of the card catalog. Readers Guide and reference books. Prepara-
tion of a bibliography by methods of research.
Students who pass an entrance examination with a grade of at
least 70 per cent will be exempt from this course.
Mathematics
Mathematics 9 (109 1
—
Intermediate ilgebra (5-0-5). Fall and
Spring.
i Students will not receive college credit for this course if they
have completed two units of high school credit in algebra. I
This course includes a study of fractions, signed numbers, linear
and quadratic equations, ratio, proportion, variation and graphs.
Mathematics lo (110) Basic Skills in Mathematics (5-0-5).
(Not open to students who have high school credit for two years
of algebra and one of plane geometry.)
This course provides an opportunit) for the student to acquire
basic skills in mathematics necessar) to meet the common demands of
various college program-.
Topics from plane geometry include the properties of such geo-
metric figures a> polygons, triangles and circles.
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Topics from algebra include fractions, signed numbers, lineai
equations, ratio, proportions, variation, and graphs. (Not offered in
1956-57),
Mathematics 16 (116) College ilgebra (5-0-5). Fall and Win
ter. Prerequisite: Two units <>f high school algebra <>i Mathematics 9.
The course consists <>f functions and graphs, logarithms, linear and
quadratic equations, the binomial theorem, complex numbers and the
elemental-) theor) of equations.
Mathematics 17 iI17i Trigonometry (5-0-5). Winter and
Spring. Prerequisite: Mathematics 16.
\ course covering the solution <>f the right and general triangle, the
solution of trigonometric equations, proof of trigonometric identities,
graphs of trigonometric functions, and inverse trigonometric functions.
Mathematics 18 (118)
—
Plane Analytic Geometry (5-0-5). Spring.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 17.
Analytic geometry of the point and the line, elemental") conic Bei
tions, polar coordinates, transcendental curves and transformation of
coordinates. (Not offered in 1956-571.
Mathematics 19 (119) Mathematics of Finance (5-0-5). Spring.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 16.
This course gives that background necessary for dealing with
problems found in banking, real estate, financing, and accounting: the
operation of the compound-interest law in business: simple problems
concerning bonds, sinking funds, valuation of properties and annuities.
Practical problems in these fields will be emphasized. The necessar)
aids and short cuts and use of tables and logarithms will be studied.
Mathematics 20 (120) Analytic Geometry and Calculus (5-0-5).
Spring. Prerequisite: Mathematics 17.
Analytic geometr) of the point and the line, graphs of functions,




Calculus (5-0-5). Fall Prerequisite:
Mathematics 20.
This course includes the differentiation and integration of poly-
nomials, problems in maxima and minima, approximations l»\ dfferen-
tials. areas, volumes, centroids, momenl <»f inertia and work.




A continuation of Mathematics 21. This course includes differen-
tiation of transcendental functions with application to rates, velocit)
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and acceleration, curvature and Newton's Method. It also includes for-





\ continuation of Mathematics 22. This course include- Simpson's
rule, inderterminate form-, -cries, hyperbolic function-, partial deriva-




Topics of stud\ include rectilinear figures, congruent triangle-, the
circle, similar figures and polygons. (Students will not receive college
credit for this course if the\ have completed one unit of high school
credit in geometry. I
Mathematics 114—The Slide Rule (1-2-2).
\n intensive stud\ and practice in the use of all scales including
the solutions of problems using the trigonometric scales.
Music
\Iusic 11—Elementary and Sight Reading i.5-0-5 l. Fall.
\ course designed to teach the student to read music at sight and
to understand the fundamental principles of music theory. Melodic dic-




Theory and Harmony (5-0-5). Winter. Prerequisite:
Music 11.
\ continuation of Music 11. with emphasis on harmony, harmonic
dictation, four-part harmonic writing.
Music 20— Music Appreciation (5-0-5). Spring.
\ course designed to help the student understand and enjoy fine
music. Analysis of form, style and mediums of musical expression
from the great period- of musical art. Lecture-, discussions and re-
i orded sessions comprise the course.
Musi, L15-116-117
—
Appreciation o) Music (2-0-2).
Courses designed lor the musical!} untrained who wish an intelli-
gent understanding of the art of music. Lectures, discussions and
recorded listening sessions comprise the course. (Not offered in l (Jr>6-
57).
uo ru
Music L8a Piano I L-0-2).
Beginning or intermediate piano for the adult student. One hour
[< — n pei week. Special fee—$45.00.
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Music U>l> Piano. \ continuation of Music L8a (1-0-2).
Music L8c Piano. I continuation of Music lol>. I L-0-2).
Music 21a Voice. I L-0-2).
Fundamental instruction in voice production, diction, articulation.
breath control, physical and mental poise, applied in tin- stud) of songs.
One hour lesson per week. Special fee. $45.00.
Music 21h-- / oicc. \ continuation of Music -la. I L-0-2).
Music 21c / one. I continuation of Music 2II» (1-0-2).
i No practice facilities are available at the college. The student
must have access to private practice facilities in order to enroll for ap-




Introduction to Philosophy (5-0-5).
The fundamentals of philosophy, the meaning and function of phil-
osophy, the vocabulary and problems of philosophy, and the relation
of philosophy to art. science and religion. Includes a survey of the
basic issues and major types in philosophy, and shows their sources
in experience, historx and representative thinkers.
Philosophy 111-112-113
—
Introduction to Philosophy. 1 2-0-2 1.
(Not offered in 1956-57 I
.
\n informal discussion of the thinking of certain Greek. Roman.




Conditioning Course (0-3-1). Fall.
Consists of calisthenics, stunts and tumbling, lifts and carries,
road work, dual combatives, and simple games.
Physical Education 12 Team Sports (0-3-1). Winter.
Consists of basketball, soccer, speedball and volleyball.
Physical Education 13 Elemenatry Swimming (0-3-1). Spring.
Physical Education 14 Officiating of Basketball I L-3-2). Winter.
Prerequisite: P. E. 12 or the equivalent.
Consists of a study of rules interpretation and actual experience
in coaching and officiating in class and intramural games. Elective
credit, except when substituted for P. E. 12.
Physical Education 20 First Aid and Safety Education I 1
Winter. Elective Credit.
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The American Red Cross standard course in firsl aid is followed




Elementary Tennis (0-3-1). Fall.
Physical Education 22—Elementary Boxing for Hen (0-3-1).
\\ inter.
Physical Education 23 Senior Life Saving and Instructors
1
Course
in Swimming i 2-3-2 i . Spring.
Physical Education 24 Boxing for Teachers i 2-3-2 i . Winter.
Physical Education 25- Folk Rhythms (0-3-1). Fall.
Physical Education 26
—
Modern Dance for Women (0-3-1).
Winter.
Physical Education 27 Tap Dance for Beginners (0-3-1 >. \\ inter.
Physical Education 28 Adult Recreative Sj>or/s (0-3-1 I. Spring.
Consists of passive, semi-active and active games and -port- which
have carry-over value for later life.
Physical Education 29 Folk Rhythms for Teachers I 2-3-2 I . Fall.
This course consists of adanced training in folk dances and prac-
tice teaching of those dances.
Physical Education 30 Archery (0-3-1) Spring.
Physical Education SI—Wrestling for Mien (0-3-1). Winter.
Physical Science
Physical Science 11 i I 1 1 i (5-0-5). Fall. No prerequisite.
\ stud) <>f the scientific method and its use in the attempt of man
to describe and explain the nature of the physical universe. This will
include the stud) of fundamentals of physics and astronomy with some
example of the application- of this knowledge in providing a better
Living for man. \n attempt is made to go from the stud\ of the large
universe to the stud) of the small fundamental particles of which this
uni\ erse is composed.
Physical Science 12 (112) (5-0-5). Winter. Prerequisite: Physical
Science I 1
.
\ continuation of Physical Science 11. In thi< course emphasis
is placed on the stud) of the principles of inorganic and organic chem-
istr) with some example of the application of chemistr) in household.
industry, medicine, biology, geology, etc. Here the knowledge of the
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structure of the fundamental particles of matter (atoms and molecules)
i> used in the stud) of ilir classification <>t the simple components "I
matter (elements) and the changes which tin \ undergo to form more
complex substances (compounds).
Physics
Physics 11 i 111 i General Physics (5-2-6). Winter. Laboratory
fee, $2.50. Prerequisite: a course in college mathematics or consenl
of the instructor.
Lectures, demonstrations, recitations and Laboratory work covering
the fields of mechanics and heat.
Physics 12 i112i —General Physics (5-2-6). Spring. Laboratory
fee, $2.50. Prerequisite: Physics 11 or consenl of the instructor.
Lectures, demonstrations, recitations and laboratory work covering
the fields of electricity, sound and light.
Physics 21 (121)— Mechanics I 5-3-6 I . Fall.
Laboratory fee: $2.50. Prerequisite: Mathematics L8.
An intensive course in mechanics. The course include- the stud\
of statics, kinetics, energy, power, friction, machine-, elasticity, hy-




Laboratory fee: $2.50. Prerequisite-: Mathematics 21 and Phys-
ics 21.
The course includes the stud) of magnetism, electrostatics, current
electricity and its effect and some electrical instrument-.
Physics 23 I 123 I Heat. Sound and Light (5-3-6). Spring.
Laborator) fee: $2.50. Prerequisite-: Mathematics 21 and
Physics 22.
This course includes basic concepts in heat and thermodynamics,
sound, properties of light and a stud) of some optical instrument-.
Political Science
Political Science 12 I 112)
—
The Governments of Foreign /'oners
(5-0-5).
\ stud) is made of the leading modern political theories, and
attention is paid to the structure and powers of the major foreign gov-
ernments, i Not offered in day session L956-1957.)
Political Science 13 (113)
—
Government of the United States
(5-0-5). Fall. Winter and Spring.
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\ stud) i> made of the structure, theory, workings of the national
government III the United Slates and some of the major problems of
the state and local government. The course shows how developmental
practice ha> created our government as it stands today.
Psychology
Psychology in (5-0-5).
This course is an introduction to the stud\ of human behavior with
emphasis on the underlying principles of mental adjustments. The im-




Applied Psychology (5-0-5) Fall.
This course is an orientation into college and into the choice of a
career. The objective aids developed in the field of psychology will be
used to discover effective ways of learning in general, and of studying
in the college setting. Methods of objective measurement of a person's
intelligence, interests, special aptitudes and personality traits will be
explored and demonstrated. These will be applied to problems of edu-
cational, vocational, and special interest training. For persons already
in employment, special problems of personnel management and produc-
tion output may be studied by modern psychological principles and
techniques. Insofar as possible each student will have an opportunity to
develop projects in these fields that will be useful in his own plans for
education and career.
Pi>ychology 21a (121a)—Introductory Psychology (5-0-5 l. Win-
ter.
This course introduces the student to how the basic psychological
processes operate and affect the behavior of the individual. Facts about
patterns of growth from birth to maturity, learning to observe and deal
objective!) with the real world, having motivation, emotions, conflict
and frustration are explored and applied to the student's present daily
experience. Special study is given to unconscious influences on be-
havior in the stud) of mechanisms of defense and ways of directing
these processes into more realistic and creative use of ones feelings.
understandings and actions. By the end of the course the student i>
expected to be able to see these processes at work in a given example of
behavior and to begin to see the interaction of all of these processes in
a given act or experience. In the seminar type of class discussion the
focus is on one of these topics. The discussion objective is for each
student, after study, to share his concept of the topic or some phase
of it. link it with the information in the text, and test it against his
« m n experiences.
Psychology 21b il21l»i Experimental Psychology 1 5-0-5)
.
Spring. Prerequisite: Psychology 21a (121a).
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In this course the principles explained
tested and explored b) Bpecial projects and experimentation. Each
Stlldenl will Select from a choice oi topics introduced in 21a at leasl one
systematic experiment and one live project, develop bis plan of pro-
cedure, can\ « uit bis stud) according to approved objective methods
and prepare a satisfactory written report. Class time will be used for
group consultation in ordei thai each member will follow the work
of each other student and for use of class guidance and criticism. Top-
ics suitable for a Bpecial stud) project include aspects of child develop-
ment oi special behavior aspects of children, maturation, emotions,
conflict, frustration-, mechanisms of defense, sensor) processes, per-
ception, learning, remembering, thinking, peronalit) adjustment
Psychology 22 (122)
—
Social Psychology (5-0-5). Kail. Pre
requisite: Psychology 21a I 121a I or consent of instructor.
This course centers on a stud\ of the individual's interaction with
hi- social groups (family, friendship groups, clubs, church group-, ((im-
munity groups!. Forces of need, emotion and interests that hind the
individual to his groups and the dynamic forces of group interaction are
analyzed. The live laboratory of the class itself is used for experiencing
the processes of communication and interaction in a group setting.
Special topics of attitude formation, leadership, group conflicts, social
stratification, mass communication, propaganda, public opinion forma-
tion and methods of changing group patterns are studied, both b) con-
sulting the reports of responsible studies and by group project-.
Psychology 23 i 123 I Child Psychology (5-0-5). Prerequisite:
Psychology 21.
This course offers a study of the developmental factors operating
in a child's experience which make for. or interfere with, effective ex-
pression of his capacities and adjustments to life stiuations. Sources
are drawn from experimental research and from findings of analytic
psychology. Direct observation of children individually and in a nur-
sery is used as a source of class discussion. I Not offered in 1956-57 I
.
Psychology 25 ( 125 I
—
Psychology of Adjustment. I 5-0-5 I
.
The class setting is used in this course for direct experience of the
use of group discussion for self-understanding. This is supplemented





A study of current economic and social statistics as pertaining to
agriculture, industry and commerce: population trends and govern-
mental organizations and problems.
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Sociology
Sociology \n Elementary Sociolog') (5-0-5).
This course considers (1) the principles of sociology; (2) the
nurse as a citizen <»f the community and as a professional worker: (3)
the importance of the hospital among the social agencies in the com-
munity; I 1- 1 the patient in tin hospital coining from the family and
returning to the family. (Not offered in L956-57).
Sociology 20a (120a)—Introductory Sociology (5-0-5). Winter
Sociology is a study of the social behavior of people as they inter-
act with each other. This course presents information which has been
gathered by systematic and scientific studies of human society. Material
is drawn from Social Psychology on how an individual is "socialized" to
interact with other people within his culture. This leads to some ob-
jectve study of population patterns and the special distribution of peo-
ple, occupational patterns of human communities, traits and characteris-
tics of culture groups, typical features of group behavior and of the
effect of mass communication on public opinion. Looking at mankind
as a whole, his institutions of family, religion, economic behavior and
political behavior are studed as stable patterns for meeting basic human
needs, and as infinitely varied patterns adapted to the needs of different
human groups. This introduction to sociology is successful if it
leads the student into a more informed identification with wider seg-
ments of the human family and if he gains respect for objective methods
of fact-gathering in his efforts to understand his human environment.
Sociology 20b (120b)
—
Social Problems (5-0-5). Spring. Pre-
requisite: Sociology 20a (120a I.
In this course the principles explored in Sociology 20a will be ex-
plored in planned projects of social research, supervised participation
and/or analysis of local community resources. These will take form in
accordance with student interest and actual cooperative resources of
community organizations and personnel. Suggested areas of study
are the fields of health (physical and mental), poverty, employment,
education, government, crime (juvenile and adult I. dependent children.
housing, recreation, resources for the aged and others that reveal com-
munity problems or programs. Class time will he used for group consul-
tation in order that each member will follow the work of each other
Student and for use of class guidance and criticism. At the end of the
course a practical analysis will be made of how social change takes place
in a community, with attention to the implications for change in nation-
al and international oinmunities. For those who elect the Human Re-
lations Concentration, a special seminar will he held at the end of this
course f<»r evaluating the -Indent-" experience in the whole Human Re-
lations sequence.
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Sociology 21 (121) Marriage and the Family. (5-0-5). Fall
and Spring.
This course first introduces the student t<> the basic uniformities
yet infinite varieties of human families. He selects for studying the
famil) pattern in a culture different from his own, and then Btudies the
impact ol oui <>un culture as it influences the roles and interactions <d
a famil) that In knows well. This should give some sociological under-
standing "t the famil) as a cultural institution. Tin' resl of tin course
focuses on the individual within our culture growing and learning to
love in a mature marital union. The earl) childhood [earnings which af-
fect basic altitude- toward parent-, authority, the giving and receiving
of love, and anger are presented from the findings of analytic psychol-
ogy. Mien cadi stage in the preparation for marriage is discussed:
dating, courting, engagement, marriage, adjustment to money, sex, re-
ligion, in-laws, friend- and children. Some practical studies of budget,
house planning, settling differences, using help. etc. are worked out a?
projects. \ prominenf physician is guest lecturer on specialized infor-
mation affecting the physical adjustment to marriage and parenthood.
Through the process of free discussion- in the group, the students begin
to experience the "give and take" that grows into honest) and mutual
respect. The experience of this process i- used as a way of Learning




Elementary (5-0-5). Fall and Winter.
These courses are for the purpose of providing the student with
the elements of Spanish reading, composition and conversation. No
credit for graduation will be given until sequence is completed.
Spanish 121
—
Intermediate Spanish (5-0-5). Fall and Spring.
Phis course gives the student an opportunity to review the ele-
ments of Spanish grammar and to delve into the fine point- of [he
language.
Spanish 122 Advanced Spanish (5-0-5).
The purpose of this course is to increase the students facilit) in
writing and speaking Spanish. Selected masterpiece- of Spanish litera-
ture and current Spanish newspapers are read.
University of Georgia Extension Courses
The classes listed below are Universit) of Georgia Extension
courses. See under "Fees" the extra charges to enroll in these cL
<>;; VRMSTRONG COLLEGE OF SAVANNAH
Business Ad ministrat
BUSUM B£ Administration E-311





Busim ss Administration E-519
Economics E-312






Introductory Cosl Accounting (5-0-5)
Principles of
Organization & Management (5-0-5)
Business Law, ftrsl < 5-0-5)
Business Law. second I 5-0-5
1
K.al Estate Principles (5-0-5)
[ncome Tax Accounting (5-0-5)
Tax Accounting (5-0-5}
Elementary Economic Statistics '5-0-5)
Money and Banking (5-0-5)
Principles of Marketing < 5-0-5)
Labor Economics (5-0-5)
Investments (5-0-5)















E-303 English Literature to 1800 (5-0-5)
E-304 English Literature after 1800 (5-0-5)
E-343 Contemporary Drama (5-0-5)
E-411 Children's Literature (5-0-5)
(reography
Geography




E-350x American History to 1865 (5-0-5)
E-350x American Histrv since 1865 < 5-0.5'
Health Educath
Health Education








E-302 Methods oi Teaching
Public School Musi<
E-312 Public School Music
For Elemental \ Grades
Economics 12] and 121 arc prerequisites to all advanced courses




























E-315 The Field of Social Work (5-0-5
E-360 Contemporary Social Problem- (5-0*5)
Speech
Speech
E-8 Fundamentals of Speech (5-0-5)
INDEX
Admission b) Examination 13
Admission to Class 23
Admission to College 12-14
Admission to Special Students 14
Admission to Transient Students 14
Admission to Veterans 13-14
Administration 3
Admission by Transfer 13
\d\ isement and Placement Tests 22
Aims 11-12
Art. Course Descriptions 41-42
Assemblies 25




Biology- Course Descriptions 42-43
Business Administration. Course Descriptions 43-48
Business Administration. Senior College Preparatory 28
Business Administration. Terminal 34-37
Business Administration. l-\ear Program 37




Certificate. Admission by 12-13
Chemistry. Course Descriptions 48-49
College Commission 3
Commencement Exercises 20
Commerce. Course Descriptions 49-51






Course Numbers ... 41
Curriculums:





Economics, Course Descriptions 51-53
Education, Course Description 53
Engineering, Senior College Preparatory 2.'i
Engineering, Course Descriptions 53
English, Course Descriptions 54*55
Evening College L7-18
Extension Courses, I niversit) of (Georgia 67-69
Extension Courses Credit at the University of Georgia 19
Faeulh 3-9
Fees 14-16
Forestry, Senior College Preparatory 28-29
French, Course Description- 55-56
General Regulations 22
Geography. Course Descriptions 56
German. Course Descriptions 56
Glee Club 21
Grades 23
Graduation. Requirements for 26
Health. Course Descriptions 56
History of the College 11
History. Course Descriptions 56-57
Hodgson Hall 16
Holidays 2
Home Economics. Course Descriptions 57-58
Home Economics. Senior College Preparatory 29
Home Economics. Terminal 37
Honors 23-24
Human Relations. Terminal 38
Industrial Management 29
Liberal Arts. Senior College Preparatory 30
Liberal Arts. Terminal 38-39
Library 16-17
Library Science. Course Description 58
Masquers 21
Mathematics. Course Descriptions 58-60
Mathematics. Senior College Preparatory 30
Medical Technologists. Savannah School of 39
Medical Technology, Senior College Preparatory 30-31
Medical Technology. Terminal 39
Music. Course Descriptions 60-61
Night School (see Evening College) 17-18
Nursing. 1-Year Program 39-40
INDFA (Continued)




I Musical Education, Course Descriptions




Physics. Senior College Preparatory
Placement Service
Placement Tests
Political Science. Course Descriptions
Pre-Dental
Pre-Medical
Pre-Nursing. Senior College Preparatory
Pre-Optometry
Pre-Pharmacy

















Peaching, Senior College Preparatory
Transfer to Other Institutions
Transient Students
Transportation. Terminal
University of Georgia. Extension Courses
\\ ithdrawal from College
11
16
61
21
61-62
31
22
62-63
63
31
20
22
63-64
32
32
30
33
33
33
64-65
21
26
15-16
23
26
19-20
18-19
65
66-67
67
40
20-21
19
20
2
34
27
14
36-37
67-69
25
ARMSTRONG COLLEGE
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